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About Entro®

The Mom’s Choice Awards® Magazine
The name Entro means "introducing inspired works” and is derived from the Norwegian word
TRO which means "to believe." The magazine is produced annually and released in conjunction
with the Mom’s Choice Awards® (MCA) which recognize excellence in family-friendly media,
products and services. Entro editors look for stories that help families grow physically, emotionally
and spiritually; are morally sound and promote good will; are inspirational and uplifting; and relate
to the MCA award-winning products and services.
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About
The Mom’s Choice Awards®
The Mom’s Choice Awards® program is known
around the world for establishing the
benchmark of excellence in family-friendly
media, products and services.
A Mark Of Distinction
Parents, educators, librarians and retailers rely
on our evaluations when selecting quality
materials for children and families. The Mom’s
Choice Awards® (MCA) seal helps families and
educators navigate the vast array of products
and services and make informed decisions.
An Esteemed Panel Of Judges
Our distinguished panel of judges includes
education, media and other experts, as well as
parents, children, librarians, performing
artists, producers, medical and business
professionals, authors, scientists and others.
A sampling of our panel members includes
Dr. Twila C. Liggett, ten-time Emmy-winner,
professor, and founder of PBS’s Reading
Rainbow; Julie Aigner-Clark, creator of Baby
Einstein and The Safe Side Project; Jodee
Blanco, New York Times best-selling author;
LeAnn Thieman, motivational speaker and
coauthor of seven Chicken Soup For The Soul
books; among others.
Eligible Products And Services
The MCA evaluated products and services
designed for infants through adults in over 150
categories, including books, ebooks, audio
experiences, viewing, educational products
and services, toys and puzzles, games and
video games, apps and software, personal use
products, magazines, and online resources.
The Evaluation Process
The MCA judges are bound by a strict code of
ethics, which ensures expert and objective
analysis free from any manufacturer association. The evaluation process uses a proprietary
methodology, in which entries are scored on a
number of elements, including production
quality, design, educational value, entertainment value, originality, appeal and cost. Judges
are especially interested in products that help
families grow emotionally, physically and
spiritually; are morally sound and promote
good will; are inspirational and uplifting.
Each product is judged on its own merit. One
category may have multiple recipients or no
recipients at all.
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Honoring excellence in family-friendly media, products and services.

A Trusted Resource
Parents, educators, retailers and the media
trust the Mom’s Choice Awards for product
reviews and evaluations. Products and services
bearing the MCA seal help parents, caregivers,
educators and retailers select quality materials
and products for children and families.
Philanthropic Spirit
Once the competition closes, all products
submitted for consideration are donated to
schools, libraries and charities across the
country. A sample of the organizations that
have benefited from the program:

Success By 6
United Way’s Raising A Reader
Virginia Social Ventures
Women’s Resource Center, Petoskey, MI
Young Voices Foundation
Plus thousands of schools, libraries, daycare
centers and hospitals around the world.

CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocates
for Children)
Casa de Amparo Children’s Shelter,
San Diego, CA
Catholic Charities USA
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
Children’s Miracle Network
Children’s Hospital of the King’s Daughters
First Care Pregnancy Center, Boca Raton, FL
Girls, Inc.
Glass House Ministry
IRIS (Integrated Refugee & Immigrant Services)
Jewish Family Services
Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital at Stanford
Minnesota Organization on Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome
Nana Star Foundation
National Center for Family Literacy
National Organization on Fetal
Alcohol Syndrome
Out Of The Closet Thrift Store Charities, CA
Philadelphia Reads
Project: LEARN! Adult Literacy Center,
Cleveland, OH
House of Rachel Women’s Shelter,
San Diego, CA
Reach Out & Read
Read Aloud Virginia
The Ronald McDonald House Charities
Samaritan House
St. Christopher Hospital For Children
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital
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Strong Families
Make for a Strong Economy
What do marriage and family have to do with
the economy? Apparently, a lot.
According to a recent international report, The
Sustainable Demographic Dividend: What Do
Marriage & Fertility Have To Do With the
Economy?, there are many links between a
strong economy and marriage and family.

and juvenile products. Married parents spend
at least 23 percent more per capita than
childless singles. Translated into household
terms, married parents spend at least 2.46
times more than households headed by
childless singles.

… at the MCA, we’re committed to helping families grow
Many companies depend on families as
emotionally, spiritually and physically.

Co-sponsored by the National Marriage
Project at the University of Virginia, the report
examines behaviors and attitudes about
marriage, divorce and fertility around the world.

customers and have an interest in promoting
healthy families. The authors challenge
companies to evaluate their advertising
campaigns on whether they depict family life
in a positive manner.

Bradford Wilcox, an associate professor of
sociology at UVA, is the director of the
National Marriage Project and the report’s lead
researcher.

The authors offer a number of recommendations, including the promotion of the benefits
of marriage through education and social
marketing campaigns.

… the wealth of nations and the health of the modern economy
He says the aim of the report is to urge
will rise and fall with the family.
business, government, civil society, and
ordinary citizens to strengthen the family,
particularly because the wealth of nations and
the health of the modern economy will rise
and fall with the family.
The report’s authors argue that economies are
dependent on strong families for several key
reasons, such as the
size and quality of the
workforce. Healthy
families stabilized by
committed marriages
produce children that
are more likely to become well-adjusted,
gainfully employed, and productive workers.
Yet, the percentage of children born and raised
in intact, married families has sharply
decreased. This breakdown of the family has
dire implications for the economy and all of
civil society.
According to maritalstatus.com, a website
geared toward divorce and remarriage, divorce
is a $28 billion-a-year industry with an average
cost of about $20,000.
Families have an important role in the
economy in another way: household spending.
The report identifies seven key sectors of the
economy that are linked to “marriage and the
baby carriage” and stand to gain the most
from family spending: child care, groceries,
health care, home maintenance, household
products and services, life/personal insurance,
E n t ro | S p r i n g 2 012

Dawn Matheson
Executive Director
Mom’s Choice Awards®

They also propose that, in order to preserve
families and ultimately strengthen the
economy, leaders should encourage policy that
supports marriage and responsible parenthood.
Wilcox also suggests that public policy
recognize the diverse life preferences of
families and women in particular as they
navigate the work-life balance. Finland, for
example, offers a homecare allowance to
families that opt out of the public daycare
system, creating more choices for parents.
Other suggestions in the report to make family
life easier include creating a more family-friendly
space at universities, and better ways to help
parents who have taken time off with their
children re-enter the workforce.

Through our rigorous evaluation process, we
are able to identify those products and
services that hold the greatest promise of
having a positive impact on a household —
making family life easier and more fulfilling.
We also work to help parents and educators in
their efforts to raise quality individuals who
will make a contribution to society.
And through Entro, we strive to offer a
valuable resource: stories offering information
and serving as an inspiration to our readers.
This issue of Entro showcases a number of
Honorees who advocate for strong families.
Jaclyn Stapp speaks out against bullying; Gary
Rinker encourages dads to be their children’s
Very Best Toy; Jill Vanderwood and her
granddaughter, Savanna, help kids say “no” to
drugs with Drugs Make You Un-Smarter; and
Jodee Kulp and Donnie Winokur educate
others on how to prevent—or raise children
with—Fetal Alcohol Syndrome.
Contemporary families face new challenges to
maintaining a strong bond within the
household, such as deployed parents and the
stress of the economic times. Recognizing this,
the Mom’s Choice Awards strives to present
family-friendly products and services that will
help families solve problems, learn, and grow
closer
together.
c os
cl
o er tog
getheer.

So, how does the Mom’s Choice Awards® fit
into this discussion?
The mission of the Mom’s Choice
Awards dovetails with researchers
who see a dynamic relationship
between strong families and a
strong society.

Permission is granted to reprint or broadcast this information
with appropriate attribution to the Institute of Marriage and
Family Canada.

Here at the MCA, we’re committed to helping families grow
emotionally, spiritually and
physically.
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Multi-Cultural Author
Celebrates Diversity
Bullying has become increasingly troublesome in
elementary schools, high schools, the workplace
and at home. Cyberbullying—the posting of
threatening or hurtful messages and images on
Web pages and social networking sites—has a
tremendous reach. Here is how one woman
works to boost children’s positive self-image,
counter the harmful effects of bullying, and
provide inspiration and support to many in need.
For every young girl who feels like an ugly
duckling and wishes she could become a swan,
there’s a delightful children’s book that
addresses the issue of difference with sensitivity, humor and wisdom. Wacky Jacky: The True
Story of an Unlikely Beauty Queen is an
autobiographical tale based on author Jaclyn
Stapp’s experiences growing up.
Looking at her today, no one would imagine
that she had once been the target of bullying.
But as a child, Jaclyn was often mistaken for a
boy and became known at school as “Wacky
Jacky” for her lanky frame, unruly hair, and
Middle Eastern heritage. Teased unmercifully
by her classmates—she ate pita bread
sandwiches instead of PB&Js—the young girl
finally took control of her destiny by entering a
local beauty pageant. In so doing, she learned
some important lessons about herself and won
quite a prize—not for beauty, but for
something much more valuable.
Today, Jaclyn is a model, actress, philanthropist, mother, champion of children’s and family
rights, and is married to the Grammy Awardwinning lead singer of Creed, Scott Stapp.
With skinny legs and arms to match,
her knobby knees were bumped and scratched.
Her family came from Jordan, a beautiful faraway land.
Kids at school found it strange,
they just didn’t understand.

Girls and boys learn from Wacky Jacky that they don’t need to shine
in order to succeed.
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“I always wanted to write a children’s book,”
Jaclyn says. “And as bullying became more
prominent in our towns and I heard about it
from my own kids, I really wanted to share my
story to let other kids know they aren’t alone.”
What Makes Us Different Makes Us Special
Jaclyn wrote Wacky Jacky “to reach all those
children who feel different for any reason,” so
that they might feel encouraged.
She remembers the years of being rejected for
looking different than her classmates. What
had given Jaclyn confidence was her supportive
family—her mother and four siblings who
encouraged her to be strong and to embrace
her heritage.
“My mother, Hayat, stood by me all those times
when kids teased me,” she says. “She made me
believe in myself and instilled the confidence
and courage to face my challenges.” Jaclyn
realizes that not all children have such a strong
support system, and Wacky Jacky is for them.
Young readers follow Wacky Jacky in her
adventures as she looks inside herself and
realizes she doesn’t need a crown to sparkle.
With its vibrant illustrations and inspiring
message, the story teaches children to take pride
in who they are and where they come from.

Jaclyn knows first-hand about the importance
of having strong role models. “My father died
when I was nine, so my mother raised her
five children on her own. She taught us about
courage, determination, and never giving
up—as well as to be grateful for everything
we had.”
Today, with her siblings having reached the
American dream as doctors, lawyers and
government officials, that sense of gratitude is
stronger than ever. She is passionate about the
needs of women and children and families with
hardships. “Giving—simply of time, or service,
listening, sharing and mentoring—can positively
impact the lives of others,” she realizes.
She can’t emphasize enough how important it is
that we are all kind to one another. Jaclyn tries
to hear as many personal stories as she can
when she’s presenting her book. “Parents get
busy and can’t always talk, but kids need to have
an outlet.” So Jaclyn is starting a blog on her
website, a safe place for children with questions
who need to know someone will be listening.

Bullying—a Serious Epidemic
According to the U.S. Department of Education,
160,000 children stay home from school every
day for fear of being bullied.
“It can devastate people,” Jaclyn says, “and kids
can’t handle that type of pressure.” She hopes
Wacky Jacky will influence others to address —
and help reduce—bullying in schools. Her
husband, Scott, speaks to kids on the dangers
in social networking, and Jaclyn is the
spokesperson for NVEEE—National Voices for
Equality, Education and Enlightenment—a
national anti-bullying organization whose
mission is to prevent bullying, violence, and
suicide among youth.
Book Hits a Chord With Women, Children
The messages in Wacky Jacky are resonating
with young girls in many lands. Jaclyn has
received enthusiastic emails from Russia, Israel,
South America, and Iraq, in addition to the
many she’s gotten from children in America.

Scott and Jaclyn Stapp with children Jagger, Milan and Daniel.

A Lifelong Mission of Gratitude
Jaclyn and her siblings discovered the joys of
community service early in life, frequently
volunteering within their community. Some of
Jaclyn’s fondest childhood memories involved
volunteering at the Florida Elk Children’s
Hospital, and also
o helping newcomers to
America learn English.
nglish.

acky.
From page 11 of Wacky Jacky.
cco.
Illustration by Kristine Lucco.
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Although she didn’t win a crown for beauty in
the first pageant she entered, Jaclyn received a
trophy for volunteering. That experience
inspired her to embark on more opportunities
in pageantry as a way to bring awareness to the
philanthropic causes close to her heart.
As a college student, she established the charity
organization CHARM (Children Are Magical),
which now partners with other foundations to
bring recognition to the plight of women and
children in need.

But first and foremost, Jaclyn Stapp is a wife
and mother. She and her husband make it a
point to be together with their three children
as much as possible. “If I had an extra hour in
the day, I’d sit down with my kids and catch up
with them,” she says. “I want to let them know
I’m here and supportive. You can never give
them too much time.”
It’s what’s inside, not a sparkling crown, that
truly makes you win!

A graduate of Stetson University, Jaclyn has appeared
in numerous films and television shows, including
Sex and the City, Fear Factor, Olive Juice, and as host
of the Travel Channel's show, Florida's Best Beaches.

Recently, Jaclyn was selected to be the first
honorary chair of the Ronald McDonald
House Charities’ Home for the Holidays
Lighting Ceremony of South Florida. That
charity provides resources for families with
children undergoing medical treatment, by
providing housing so families can stay near to
their children.

Wacky Jacky won a Mom’s Choice Award in 2011 and
a Children’s Literary Early Reading Award.
Jaclyn has been interviewed on local television
programs and pictured on numerous magazine
covers, both nationally and internationally, and won
100 beauty titles. She is the recipient of the
President's National Community Service Award for
her work with international humanitarian projects. In
October 2008, she entertained the troops in the
Middle East on the USO/AFE Tour with husband,
Scott. The Stapps live in Florida.

She is constantly sought after for appearances,
and was delighted to be asked to read The
Night Before Christmas as well as Wacky Jacky
to a crowd of some 30,000 people at a tree
lighting in her community last year.

Looking Ahead
Wacky Jacky is sold internationally and will be
translated into several languages.
Jaclyn has received invitations to visit schools
abroad, and is also planning a trip to Japan to
work with tsunami victims, with proceeds
from book sales going to their aid. She is
making a public service announcement against
bullying, and also has ideas for a second
“Wacky Jacky” book.

Jaclyn and Scott Stapp.

Jacky liked to volunteer where Yuma was a nurse.
Seeing the sick kids at the Children’s Hospital was hard for her at first.
Some were ill with crooked hands, or feet that weren’t there.
Some were paralyzed and had to live their lives in a wheelchair.
But no matter their difference, Jacky never stared.
The children loved to sit with her, because they knew
she cared.
Bullying can be very damaging to adolescents
and teens, and can lead to anxiety, depression,
and even suicide. The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention calls bullying,
especially among school-age children, a major
public health problem.

The National Center for Education Statistics states:
• Boys and girls are nearly equally likely to be
the target of bullying.
• 32% of middle and high school students say
they have been bullied during the school year.
• 4% say they were cyberbullied.
According to the American Academy of Child
& Adolescent Psychiatry, as many as half of all
children are bullied at some time during their
school years, and at least 10% are bullied on a
regular basis.

E n t ro | S p r i n g 2 012

mentor who travels around the world empowering
at-risk youth and championing for women’s rights
through her national outreach foundation, CHARM
(Children Are Magical), which aims to heighten
awareness of children’s issues and enrich the lives of
underprivileged youth by providing them the tools
for a fulfilling future.
She is also the Executive Director of The Scott Stapp
With Arms Wide Open Foundation, a global
foundation that has helped raise more than
$1 million for children and families in need.

Jaclyn and Scott love to get involved with the
community to help raise funds for various
charities. The Scott Stapp With Arms Wide
Open Foundation was created to promote
healthy, loving relationships between children
and their families.

Jaclyn placed as one of the top six winning
countries when competing in Mrs. World 2011,
where she was asked to represent her Jordanian
heritage by participating as a contestant for
that nation. “I have dual citizenship, and this
was a huge opportunity to ‘come out’ as a
proud American and showcase my heritage.”
One of Jaclyn’s role models is Queen Noor of
Jordan, who works tirelessly to help conditions
for women and girls in that nation.

Jaclyn Stapp is a full-time mother, wife and

From page 10 of Wacky Jacky. Illustration by Kristine Lucco.
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Author Shares Science-Based Technique
to Conquer ADHD Without Ritalin®
Imagine having to read a sentence over and over
to retain its meaning. Feeling anxious all the
time and out of sync with the rest of the world.
Not being able to follow a long conversation or
follow through on an activity or work assignment. That’s ADHD—Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder—the most common
childhood psychiatric condition and the scourge
of a growing number of adults. Two-thirds of
sufferers are on controversial drugs such as
Ritalin. But one woman found a way to treat the
ailment successfully—without drugs.

of brain retraining that would relieve ADHD
symptoms almost entirely—in just 60 days.
A friend who also had ADHD told her about
the ALERT, a state-of-the-art light and sound
machine with a specific 60-day protocol for
treating the disorder. Intrigued, she bought a
machine, put on the eyeglasses and headphones,
and began listening to tapes with prerecorded
sessions for ADHD. Nicky found the device,
with its gently pulsing lights and “heartbeat”
sounds, to be soothing—so soothing that she
fell asleep. A control box let her advance from

“Inside your brain is everything you need to recover
from ADHD.”
It wasn’t until graduate school that Nicky
VanValkenburgh learned why she had always
struggled with distractions and an inability to
focus: she had Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder. Although she’d always been a good
student, she was overwhelmed by long-winded
lectures and found it increasingly difficult to
concentrate on her textbooks. So she asked her
doctor to prescribe what thousands of others
with ADHD swore by: Ritalin.
Initially, she was euphoric; she could concentrate and complete complicated tasks. “It was
wonderful—I felt like the Bionic Woman,” she
recalls. But severe side effects, which included
crying and rebounding, forced Nicky to give
up the medication. “I hated Ritalin and what it
was doing to me.” She tried other drugs that
had the same outcome: great instant results but
a nasty downside. Thus began her long journey
to understand what was happening in her
“ADHD brain.”
After graduating with honors, Nicky went on
to marry and start a family. It wasn’t until 15
years after graduation that she discovered
something that would change her life: a system

The ALERT light and sound machine.
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lesson to lesson. After using the ALERT
machine for just 22 minutes a day for two
months, she realized her ADHD symptoms
had all but disappeared.

Nicky VanValkenburgh

The Science Behind the Technology
The ALERT machine (Attentive Living
through Energizing, Restorative Technology)
enabled Nicky to practice and master what is
known as the Rhythm of Peak Performance, or
Sensory Motor Performance, which was
discovered by neuroscientist Barry Sterman in
1968 and has long been in use by neurofeedback clinics.

cost of in-clinic treatment. “You can fix the
imbalance of ADHD by training your brain
and restoring its natural function. If there is
nothing wrong with the physical structure of
your brain—such as brain damage—then
functioning can be restored.” She suggests that
others read her book and decide for
themselves if this brain training program is
right for them or not.

“As you hear and see this rhythm,” Nicky
explains, “your brain starts to mirror it. With
repeated use, your brain actually learns to
master the Rhythm of Peak Performance.” This
is possible, scientists have discovered, due to
neuroplasticity—the brain’s ability to change,
grow and develop.

Making an Informed Decision
Train Your Brain, Transform Your Life discusses
symptoms of ADHD, how various types of
brainwaves cause/correct ADHD, how Ritalin
works and reasons to avoid it, and what the
brain needs to conquer ADHD. She points out
the benefits of eating dopamine-rich foods such
as blueberries, salmon and flaxseed;
discusses the Three R’s—Relaxation,
Repair and Rejuvenation; and provides
a recommended reading list for further
information. The book contains
comments from clinical psychologists
on the dangers of Ritalin and the
benefits of brain retraining.

Excited by her
discovery—“it was like
opening up a treasure
chest”—Nicky wanted to
share it with others, and
wrote and self-published
the book, Train Your Brain,
Transform Your Life:
Conquer ADHD in 60
Days, Without Ritalin.
“This is too good to be
kept secret,” she says.
The ALERT makes brain
training available for home
use—at a fraction of the

Because Ritalin is an amphetamine,
in the same family as cocaine and
codeine, “It gets you high,” Nicky
says, “but then you crash. Ritalin
sedates you, but you’re not cured.”
The light-sound machine, however,
“makes new neural pathways in the
brain—permanent, lasting changes.”
Entro | Spring 2012
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The foreword to Train Your Brain, Transform
Your Life was written by Dave Siever, founder
of a Canadian electronics design and manufacturing firm and, with Minnesota school
psychologist Michael Joyce, the co-developer
of the ALERT machine. This machine—which
increases oxygen and blood flow to the
brain—was initially used for children with
dyslexia and other problems, successfully
getting them off medications and into normal
classrooms. The machine is licensed by Health
Canada as Class I Medical Devices for the
treatment of ADHD, Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder, seasonal affective disorder (SAD)
depressed mood, insomnia, and anxiety.
“My goal is to make the ALERT system and
protocol as accepted in the U.S. as they are in
Canada,” Nicky says. “Canadian insurance
companies are required to cover the cost of the
machine when physicians prescribe it for
patients with ADHD symptoms.”
Nicky notes that there are other light and
sound machines on the market, but the
ALERT appears to be the only one that has a
specific 60-day protocol to help people
conquer ADHD. And, although brain
retraining is not a new concept, Nicky believes
her book is the first of its kind to explain how
brain training with light and sound technology
can be applied to ADHD.
What Parents and Educators Are Saying
Many have found the book’s drug-free
approach to treating ADHD very appealing
and the results nothing short of amazing.
Parents are elated that school grades are
improving as their children’s attention spans
increase. Some children, once earmarked for
special education classes, no longer need
them. Adults have reported that they can
accomplish tasks much more quickly, get to
work on time, and experience a huge drop in
their frustration levels.
Nicky’s website, TrainYourBrainTransformYour
Life.com, contains letters from pleased children,
parents, educators, and healthcare professionals endorsing Nicky’s book and the braintraining techniques she espouses.
Nicky is delighted when readers tell her how
their lives have been transformed by her book
and the ALERT brain-training system. “One
man told me how much money he had saved;
he used to spend two hundred dollars a month
on neurotherapy,” she comments. A veteran
afflicted by Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
benefited from her program, after suffering for
years and trying numerous “solutions” that
didn’t work. He has been able to taper off and
finally discontinue his anxiety medication with
his doctor’s help.

“My goal is to make the ALERT system and protocol as accepted
in the U.S. as they are in Canada.”
What the Future Holds
The busy author and mother is currently
writing another book, this time with Donna
Ventura, on a nutritional detox program for
people with ADHD. She's also in the planning
stages of co-authoring a book with a trauma
counselor who has used the machine successfully for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. That
book will also revolve around light and sound
technology.
Nicky continues to reach out to people
through television and radio appearances.
When she talks to audiences about ADHD and
Ritalin, she’ll ask: “Do you feel as if your brain
isn’t operating at peak capacity? Can you spare
22 minutes a day?”
She reminds her listeners that “the brain is an
organ, but it behaves like a muscle. The more
you use and challenge your brain, the stronger
it becomes. And when you train your brain,
you transform your life.”

A motivational writer with 20 years’ writing experience
for various publications,

Nicky Van

Valkenburgh has a Master’s in Journalism from
Regent University and a Bachelor’s in Psychology from
Eastern University. She is also a contributing writer for

ADHD is typically caused by genetic factors or
a birth trauma. The symptoms of ADHD fall
into three groups:
• Lack of attention (inattentiveness)
• Hyperactivity
• Impulsive behavior (impulsivity)
Teenagers with ADHD are less likely than
classmates with other mental health conditions
to graduate on time and are more likely to
drop out of high school completely. As they
move into adulthood, they suffer a diminished
ability to hold steady jobs.
One in ten Americans has some form of this
disorder. Estimates on how many Americans
are ADHD-afflicted vary, from 1% on the low
end to as much as 6%, which equals about 10
million people. The Centers for Disease
Control estimate that ADHD affects 3 to 7
percent of school-aged children. It is diagnosed
much more often in boys than in girls.
ADHD may run in families, but it is not clear
exactly what causes it. Whatever the cause, it
seems to be set in motion early in life during
brain development. Imaging studies suggest
that the brains of children with ADHD are
different from those of other children.
Most children with ADHD have at least one
other developmental or behavioral problem.

Upstate Parent, Low Country Parent, and Palmetto Parent
magazines, and assignments have included interviews
with film director Steven Spielberg and actor Will Farrell.
She is the director of 20 Minutes to Less Stress.com,
which welcomes more than 100,000 visitors yearly and
has been online since 2005.
Train Your Brain, Transform Your Life was voted the Most
Outstanding Self-Improvement Book by the Mom's
Choice Awards® in 2011, won a gold Reader’s Choice
Award for best motivational book, and is a finalist for

Nicky lives in South Carolina with her husband, Jim,
and their sons, Sean and Perry.

the USA Today Book Awards.
Nicky has been featured on the Dr. Melanie Show,
Transforming Health With Brad King, Family Caregivers
Unite! with Dr. Gordon Atherly, Read My Lips Tips for
Success with Linnaea Mallette, Fairytale Wishes with
Debbie Glickman, Patrick Timpone Show, Something Needs
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to Be Said with Katherine Waddell, and many more.
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In The Spotlight
This year the Mom’s Choice Awards® is pleased to honor these special individuals or organizations whose exemplary products and services improve the lives of the moms and families they touch.

Entrepreneur Draws on Own Experience
to Help Girls
Entreprener

Kathy Pickus
Believing that adolescence is already tough on
girls, entrepreneur Kathy Pickus wants to
remove one obstacle in their path by offering
products that can help them through the
awkwardness and confusion of their first period.

Terri Goodwin and Kathy Pickus

The result has been a hugely popular product
line called Dot Girl® First Period Kit, offering a
line of intimate products and underwear, as
well as books and a video girls can watch, and
even a “first period FAQ” list on their website.

MCA: You started with an idea and now have a
successful, award-winning product. Looking
back on your journey, what was the easiest part?
The hardest?
Kathy: The easiest part was collaborating with
my sister Terri. We had a perfect match of
skills—she handled the design duties with her
creativity and graphic design background and I
handled the business side of it with my
background in corporate America. We had a
solid personal relationship before we started
Dot Girl Products and that enabled us to create
a successful business relationship and company.
Today, Terri has stepped back as an owner to
pursue her interest in ceramics, but still
handles all the design work while I have gained
full ownership of the company.

I have never felt like I asked a stupid question,
and the advice and referrals have always been
given in a warm and generous manner.

The hardest part was when we did not renew
our licensing agreement with Kimberly-Clark,
owners of the Kotex® brand of feminine
hygiene products. We had to redesign our logo,
and took the initiative to improve the kit and
packaging to make it more retail-friendly and
also educational enough for the school market.
And then we relaunched—it was like starting
all over again—but we were excited about the
new product, and that helped us get back on
our feet again.

MCA: What did you learn about yourself in
the process of creating your award-winning
products?
Kathy: I learned that I prefer interacting with
customers while they buy the product to
selling over the impersonal Internet. Not only
do I gain invaluable feedback in a face-to-face
situation, but selling in person always raises
my spirits and spurs me on to continue to
grow the company.
MCA: How and why did you
become involved in Best Bones
Forever? What is your current
involvement?
Kathy: The goal of Best Bones
Forever! is to encourage girls to
get more calcium and vitamin D
and physical activity to help build
strong bones for life. In girls,
close to 90 percent of bone mass
is built by age 18.

MCA: Please tell us about your inspiration for
the Dot Girls® Products.
Kathy: The company was founded by my sister,
Terri Goodwin, and me. Our motivation to
create The Dot Girl First Period Kit grew from
our own awkward teenage experiences. Despite
the fact that our mother was a wonderful
nurturer to four daughters, she was never
comfortable talking to us about our bodies,
therefore, both of us were caught by complete
surprise when our periods started. I vowed the
first period experience would be different for
my daughter, and thus was born the idea
behind Dot Girl Products.

The Dot Girl® Kit.

MCA: What are your 2012 goals for Dot Girls?
Kathy: The emphasis will be on landing large
retail accounts to better position The Dot Girl
First Period Kit in front of potential customers
and, also, to land a corporate sponsor who will
subsidize donations of the Dot Girl Kit to
low-income schools throughout the United States.

MCA: What surprised you the most?
Kathy: The amazing support I received from
fellow women business owners. Being from
corporate America, where everyone guards
their secrets to success, it has been refreshing
to ask for and receive advice from female
owners of multimillion-dollar businesses.
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MCA: Since launching Dot Girls, what has been
your most rewarding experience in promoting or
sharing it with the public?
Kathy: It’s when I am selling at events for
tween girls and the girls ask their parents to
purchase the Dot Girl kit for them. We
worked hard to present the product in a
manner appealing to the 9- to 12-year-old age
bracket, so when a girl sees it and wants it
and is interested in the information
presented, it warms my heart that I have
made one more girl comfortable about what
is happening to her body.

The marketing company
promoting the Best Bones
Forever! campaign reached out to
Dot Girl Products on behalf of
the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services Office on Women’s
Health. Their goal was to reach companies or
organizations that were already marketing to
young girls and their parents. The campaign
message was a perfect match to our company
mission of helping young girls experience a
healthy transition to womanhood.
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Dot Girl promotes the campaign on our
Facebook page, through our newsletter and
our website, as well as promoting different
initiatives like the annual Best Bones Forever!
Dance Contest.

We also have included Best Bones Forever!
promotional materials in Dot Girlshipping
boxes.

Before launching Dot Girl Products,

Kathy Pickus

earned her Bachelor of Arts degree in Business
Economics from UCLA. She later invested three decades
working for quality organizations such as the Los
Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee, Precor Inc., and
Automatic Data Processing, Inc. In these roles, she was

soccer, basketball and baseball. They’re also
interested in football and other sports.
They not only want to be active participants,
but want to be knowledgeable about how to
play the sports: What are the rules? What are
the terms used in the game? What equipment
is needed? That’s where my idea for the
Game-Day Youth Sports Series originated. The
books let youth know more about the games
played, so when they practice or hear the
game on radio or TV, they’re informed about
what’s happening.
I also have a series of sports books for parents
that discusses football, basketball, and baseball
on an adult level. The Game-Day Goddess
Sports Series and the Game-Day Youth Sports
Series are for beginners or those with a
sophisticated knowledge of the game.

responsible and accountable for managing important
customer relationships and meeting and exceeding their
high expectations for performance and results. Today,
that commitment continues, yet the impact on young
women and their parents is deeply personal, very

Newswoman

Coach Suzy Beamer Bohnert
Suzy Beamer Bohnert launched her writing
career as a newspaper sports editor. In that job,
she interviewed numerous coaches, athletes,
and fans about sports, putting complicated
games into simple words.
Suzy Beamer Bohnert

Helping to coach her
own children led to
an awareness of what
others need to be
knowledgeable about
sports. So they’re not
left alone on the
sidelines, and so they
can fully participate
with others in games
they may to grow to
love or already enjoy, Suzy wrote the GameDay Youth Sports Series and the Game-Day
Goddess Sports Series.
MCA: Please tell us about the inspiration for the
Game-Day Youth book series.
Suzy: I am the parent of two kids who are
actively involved in sports. Between the
kids—one is ten, the other is six—they play
E n t ro | S p r i n g 2 012

MCA: What surprised you the most?
Suzy: The youths playing softball, baseball and
basketball make for staggering numbers. Yes,
you have organized leagues, but there are
countless others who participate in sports
camps to learn the sport, toss the ball with
friends in the neighborhood, or play with
youths during the school day. There’s a real
hunger for information about these games, and
we’re doing our best to provide it.
MCA: Since launching the Game Day series,
what has been your most rewarding experience in
promoting or sharing your books with the public?
Suzy: When people tell us that the books are
fine gifts to any aspiring young athlete and a
real hit with youths and their parents, that is
gratifying. To hear from a mother that the
book helped her child to grasp the concepts of
softball, baseball or basketball, that means the
world to an author.

Suzy Beamer Bohnert has written six

satisfying, and life-lasting.

Sports Editor Helps Children and Adults
Get in the Game

Deciding the content, writing, and research
were the hardest parts. I wanted to include the
most current and relevant information, while
keeping the books concise to maintain the
audience’s attention.

MCA: What are your 2012 goals for Game-Day
books and products?
Suzy: I expect to have Game-Day Youth:
Learning Football’s Lingo out in April 2012.
Sports camps and universities nationwide use
the Game-Day Youth Sports Series and the
Game-Day Goddess Sports Series. We want to
partner with other organizations who want to
use these educational tools to help youths and
families learn more about sports.
We also have a line of customizable T-shirts
that feature the Game-Day Youth Sports Series
and Game-Day Goddess Sports Series.
MCA: You started with an idea and now have a
successful, award-winning product. Looking
back on your journey, what was the easiest part?
The hardest?
Suzy: Determining that there was a need for
the Game-Day Youth Sports Series was the
easiest part because millions watch majorleague baseball, Little League games, and
basketball at ballparks, courts, or on TV.
Others listen on the radio. Youths play the
games in parks, gyms, and schoolyards, getting
great exercise, working on their skills, and
attending practices.

books, including Game-Day Goddess: Learning Baseball's
Lingo; Game-Day Goddess: Learning Basketball's Lingo;
Game-Day Goddess: Learning Football's Lingo; Game-Day
Youth: Learning Baseball's Lingo; Game-Day Youth:
Learning Basketball's Lingo; and the fictional children's
book, Binkie Learns to Fly. Her basketball, baseball and
football titles have been named Best Books for College
Students by StudentAdvisor.com, an education resource
launched by the Washington Post Company. She
received the Best Books for Teen Boys Award from the
New Hampshire Library Media Association. Game-Day
Youth: Learning Baseball's Lingo received a Mom's
Choice Award®.
The winner of five national awards for writing
excellence, including the Blue Pencil and Gold Screen
Awards, Suzy lives in Arlington, Virginia, with her
husband, Randall, and son and daughter. She helps
coach her kids' basketball, baseball, and soccer teams.
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Author’s Kids Prove Inspiration for
Successful Series
Businesswoman

Britt Menzies
While enjoying a career with a successful
Fortune 500 company, Britt Menzies always
had a passion for art. The birth of her son
inspired her to leave the corporate world—
where she had used her degrees in accounting
and finance—and revisit her creative side.
Britt Menzies

Today, a few years
and a daughter later,
the result is
StinkyKids—10
diverse characters
who populate a series
of books that help
kids make right
choices and live by
the motto, “Always Be
a Leader of Good.”
MCA: Please tell us about the inspiration for the
StinkyKids™ book series and musical?
Britt: My daughter is the
inspiration behind
StinkyKids. She asked me
to paint her as a ballerina,
and that started a hobby
business, which led to a
tee-shirt business—
which led to dolls and the
StinkyKids book series.
The name StinkyKids was
inspired by the phrase
“little stinKers,” which I
would call my kids when
they were little to describe Emma wearing a StinkyKids tee.
their innocent, mischievous behavior. All of the
StinkyKids story lines for the books are
inspired by watching my kids or other kids
make childhood mistakes and learn from them.
MCA: What are your 2012 goals for StinkyKids?
Britt: I’d love to see StinkyKids products in the
hands of as many children as possible,
especially kids who don’t have the means to
purchase books and dolls. The lessons are so
important: always be a leader of good, ask for
help when you need it, your friends are
important and treat them with respect —
lessons that really help shape and define
character. It’s these character traits I want to
see in my own children, as well.
We also have a musical hitting off-Broadway in
New York City this spring, and animation soon
to follow. I’d love to see the StinkyKids come to
life, and I am about to sign a production deal
with an award-winning children’s producer

that would include TV, home video, and
multimedia animation. We are also looking to
expand the consumer products line to include
toys, games, puzzles, storybooks, picture
books, coloring and activity books, arts and
crafts, electronic games and toys, apparel,
fashion accessories, room décor, bedding,
stationery, party goods, and school supplies.
Each of these products extends the play and
learning experiences of StinkyKids in a fun
and relevant way. I’m excited for new business
partners to join me on this journey.

T h e
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A mother, a wife, and an artist with a flair for
originality,

Britt Menzies is the founder, creator

and spirit behind StinkyKids. Along with the full-time
duties of being a stay-at-home mom and entrepreneur,
Britt is an active volunteer with Books, Bears, and
Bonnets, Inc., a non-profit organization founded by her
mother in memory of Britt’s late aunt.

MCA: You started with an idea and now have
ve a
successful, award-winning book series. Looking
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back on your journey, what was the easiest part?
art?
The hardest?
Britt: The easiest part was finding topics to
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d
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All sizes of the StinkyKids Billy ddol
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from the StinkyKids books and brand
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aries and
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retailers for story time events, and when I see
the expressions on the kids’ faces, hear
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stories, and learn that the StinkyKids
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Always Be A Leader Of Good.
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Watch For Our Honorees
Here are some places that our Honorees have been featured:

More places to come ... keep watching!
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Two-Thirds of Kindergarten Teachers Say
Children Not Adequately Prepared for School
Age of Learning, Inc., creator of ABCmouse.com
Early Learning Academy, which is considered by
many educators to be the most comprehensive
online curriculum available for preschool, pre-k,
and kindergarten children, recently conducted a
nationwide survey of kindergarten teachers on
the subject of children’s preparedness for kindergarten. This special report presents some of the
results of that survey, as well as recommendations
from those teachers and the ABCmouse.com
Curriculum Advisor Team about actions that
parents can take to help prepare their children for
entry into kindergarten.
The survey, conducted in October 2011 with
more than 500 kindergarten teachers, revealed
that two-thirds of America’s kindergarten
teachers believe most young children are
academically unprepared for school when they
enter kindergarten.

respondents were invited by email to participate in an online survey. Respondents were
qualified as working in the field of education,
and then further qualified as kindergarten
teachers. Both private school teachers and
public school teachers were included. The
margin of error for this survey is ±4.3% at a
95 percent confidence interval.
When asked to compare the preparedness of
children entering kindergarten today to
children entering kindergarten 5 years ago,
34.2% of kindergarten teachers who have been
teaching for 15 or more years stated that
children entering kindergarten today are “not
as well prepared,” and only 24.6% of these
veteran teachers stated that children are
“better prepared.”

Summary of Findings
• America’s kindergarten teachers believe most
young children are unprepared for school
when they enter kindergarten, and veteran
kindergarten teachers believe that this
situation is deteriorating.
• Respondents were asked how well prepared
academically children are when first entering
the kindergarten classroom. Sixty-five point
six percent (65.6%) stated that children are
“only somewhat prepared” or are “not at all
prepared,” with 8.5% stating that children
entering kindergarten are “not at all prepared.”
Only 5.6% stated that children are “very well
prepared” academically.
• According to the teachers who were surveyed,
children entering kindergarten are weakest
academically (in comparison to what the

These teachers were asked what children
should know more of at the point of entering
kindergarten and what parents can do to better
prepare their children. An executive summary,
survey highlights, a summary of teacher
recommendations in response to this question,
and recommendations from the
ABCmouse.com Curriculum Advisor Team,
are presented in this report.
Executive Summary
Age of Learning, Inc., is a Glendale, California, company that has launched a global
education initiative intended to provide young
children with a strong foundation for future
academic success. One of the goals of this
initiative is the collection and dissemination of
information about early childhood education
in the United States and English language
learning around the world.
The objective of the survey summarized here,
which sheds light on the significant gap
between what children should know when they
enter kindergarten and what they do know, is
to provide parents with specific suggestions on
how to better prepare young children for
school during the critical years from birth
through age five.
This summary represents the responses of 518
kindergarten teachers from across the United
States to an online survey conducted between
October 7 and October 23, 2011. Potential
14

Survey Highlights
• Two-thirds (66%) of kindergarten teachers
stated that students were only “somewhat” or
“not at all prepared,” and only 6 percent felt that
students were “very well” prepared academically.
• Less than 9 percent of responding teachers
described the oral language skills of entering
students as “very good.”
• 95 percent agreed that preschool attendance
is, in fact, “beneficial,” with most of those (75
percent of all respondents) believing it is
“very beneficial.”
• 77 percent of teachers view technology as
“very useful” or “useful.”

A screen-capture from the ABCmouse.com website.

teachers believe children should know) in their
knowledge of the alphabet and phonics, with
two-thirds of teachers reporting that the
majority of children do not know their
alphabet when they enter kindergarten.
• Although many early learning researchers
cite the crucial importance of a child’s oral
language development in relation to future
academic success in reading and other
subjects, less than 9 percent of responding
E n t ro | S p r i n g 2 012
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teachers described the oral language skills of
entering students as “very good.” Twenty-nine
point seven six percent (29.8%) rated entering
students’ oral skills as “fair” and 5.6% rated
their oral skills as “poor.”
• Many early childhood education experts
advocate for preschool and pre-k programs
that better prepare children for kindergarten.
Of the kindergarten teachers who participated
in this survey, 95 percent agreed that
preschool/pre-k attendance is, in fact,
“beneficial” with most respondents (75%)
believing preschool and pre-k programs are
“very beneficial.”
• Teachers were also asked about the value of
technology in preparing children for
kindergarten. Seventy-seven percent (77%) of
respondents view technology as “very useful”
or “useful” in this respect. Specific benefits of
technology cited most often were engagement, helping children learn the ABCs,
educational games, number recognition, and
interactive learning.
Recommended Approach
One of a parent’s most important goals in
preparing his or her child for school is to
demonstrate that learning is fun and is a
natural part of life. So approach any learning
activity with an enthusiastic and playful
attitude. Also, look for ways to mix learning
naturally into family activities, like playing
games, getting ready for bed, going to the park,
shopping for groceries, and so on.
Although well-designed technology tools and
resources can have great value, most child
development experts agree that young children
should spend much of their time in active and
imaginative play and involved in interaction
with family members and other children and
adults. So for a preschooler, 30 to 60 minutes
of computer (or other digital device) usage at a
time is plenty.
The specific topics that are discussed in the
report are things that can be done just about
anywhere and anytime. Some of these include:
• Developing oral language skills
• Developing reading skills
• Learning the alphabet
• Learning beginning phonics
• Learning to count
Teacher Recommendations
• Actively participate in your child’s education
with pre-reading and reading activities,
such as reading books together and practicing
the alphabet.
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One of a parent’s most important goals in preparing his or her child for school
is to demonstrate that learning is fun and is a natural part of life.
• Expose children to new experiences and talk
with them about those experiences in order to
improve their ability to speak and understand
oral language and increase vocabulary.
• Practice identifying numbers and counting
with both verbal and written activities.
• Work with children to identify shapes, colors,
and objects in the world around them.
• Place children in social settings with other
young children so that they can learn together
while they develop manners and the ability to
share and be respectful.
The Early Learning Academy’s full report is
available at
abcmouse.com/PreparingForKindergarten
Additional early learning materials are available
from ABCmouse at: abcmouse.com

The ABCmouse.com CD cover for The Letter Songs.

About ABCmouse.com

ABCmouse.com Early Learning Academy,

The
a pioneering, full online curriculum, preschool
through kindergarten educational website developed especially for children ages 2 through 6, was publicly launched in
2010. ABCmouse.com provides parents and teachers with a safe, engaging online environment where young children
can learn their ABCs using a computer mouse, thus the name ABCmouse.com.
ABCmouse is subscription-based, with no advertising, pop-up ads, or links to other sites. Children can learn and explore
with their parents, or on their own (depending on age and ability), in a safe and secure online educational environment.
The goal of this new and unique learning experience is to help children build a strong foundation for future academic
success by providing engaging educational content that supplements and supports preschool, pre-k and kindergarten
programs. The site’s comprehensive curriculum, developed with leading education experts, includes all generally
accepted subjects of early childhood education—with each subject taught through a wide range of learning activities.
ABCmouse.com also offers a unique rewards system that recognizes children’s educational accomplishments and
encourages them to continue progressing through the site’s many academic lessons and levels. (The company has filed
multiple patents related to their uniquely designed educational content delivery methods and systems.)
ABCmouse.com is developed specifically to help young children thoroughly learn educational basics in reading, math,
beginning science, social studies, art and music. The website offers a tremendous depth
and breadth of educational content for early learners.
From ABCs and 123s to Thank You and Please, ABCmouse.com is “Bringing Learning to
Life” by offering more than 3,500 individual learning activities, including online books,
games, songs, puzzles, art activities and printables contained within more than 450
custom lesson plans spanning six academic levels—all tailored for preschoolers, pre-k,
and kindergarten-age children.
The website and its content went through extensive testing, registering more than
10,000 families throughout the U.S. and Canada in its Alpha and Beta test phases.
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Teacher-turned-author Inspires Middle Schoolers
to Take Action for the Environment
Author Jane Wood has a fascination for
history, a deep love of nature, and a mission to
inspire children to learn about their communities and want to make a difference in the world
around them. Currently at work on her fifth
book in a series targeted to kids nine through
fourteen, Jane is buoyed by the response to her
previous works.

Although written as fiction, the book weaves
in a surprising amount of information on the
factors contributing to water pollution and
habitat destruction, including run-off laden
with fertilizer and pesticides. It also provides a
blueprint for action that any child, family or
classroom can follow.

third book,
Trouble on the St.
John’s River, is
motivating
readers to take
action in their
own communities
to help protect
wildlife and
wildlife habitats.
“I have a real
concern for what
is happening to our ecosystem,” says Jane. “And
it's the next generation that’s going to have to
clean up some of our mess.” But rather than
dump a lot of depressing details on students,
Jane uses a compelling plot and engaging
characters to get their attention.

And that is exactly what’s happening. Just as
the trio in the book form a “Greenies” group to
help create awareness for their project, so
students in schools around the country are
forming their own Greenies groups and
tackling local environmental situations.

Wider Ripples
Whenever she does a book signing at one of
the nature centers mentioned in the book, at
least one family comes up and tells her, “We’re
here because we read your book.”

“I have a real concern for what is happening to our ecosystem … it's the next generation
that's going to have to clean up some of our mess.”
In particular, her
Turning Words Into Action

“My mission is to educate young people,” says
the former Language Arts teacher. “In this
book, I use Florida manatees and sea turtles to
capture the kids’ attention, and then show
them how fragile the ecosystem is and how
man is impacting it. Once they see the
problems, they want to do something, to fix
things, just like the characters in the book.”
A Blueprint for Making a Difference
In Trouble on the St. John’s River, Joey, Bobby
and Katy are dismayed to discover dozens of
dead fish floating in their favorite fishing
pond. The result is that instead of spending
their summer vacation lazing around, the three
children end up on a mission to help clean up
the habitat of local manatees and preserve this
endangered species.
With help from their grandparents, whom
they’re spending a lot of time with that
summer, the children visit wildlife centers, do
research on the Internet, garner neighborhood
support, hold fundraisers to raise money to
adopt several manatees, and even end up on
the local TV news.
16

Jane says it’s so exciting that the
kids get the message. “At one
school I visited,” she says, “the
fifth graders had all read the
book, and had formed a
Greenies group. The day before
my visit, they went out with
garbage bags to clean up the
school grounds. At the
assembly, they marched in
proudly with their full bags.
They told the other kids, ‘This
is stuff we picked up—all your
papers. It has to stop!’ ”
The focus in Trouble on the St.
John’s River is on manatees—a
species found predominantly in
Florida—yet children throughout the country are connecting
with Jane’s message that
environmental problems exist
in all communities and
everyone can help solve them.
“It felt like a real challenge,
going to give a presentation at a
school in Colorado,” recalls
Jane, “but it was one of my best
visits ever. The kids were so
hungry to learn more about the
animals. And they made the jump, that ‘we’ve
got some pollution issues here that are
affecting animals.’ That was so rewarding for
me. Getting kids excited about protecting the
animals and becoming aware of things they
can do to make a difference in preserving the
environment, are the most rewarding things
for me. I wish I could get in front of more
young people!”

This manatee sign was posted by the Save the Manatee Club and is
located at Blue Spring State Park, a popular gathering place for manatees
just west of Daytona Beach.
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Teachers tell her that when classes go on field
trips, some students insist that they bring the
book along—so they can compare what they’re
seeing and experiencing in real life to what
happened in the story.
Says Jane, “One has only to look at the earth
and all its creatures to realize that something
wonderful was created by a higher power. It’s
an amazing gift, and it's our responsibility to
take care of it.” Thanks to Jane’s book, the next
generation is already working on it.

Jane Wood was perhaps inspired by her own
parents, who eased the transition of moving from
Oregon to Florida when Jane was 10 years old, by
taking the family on weekend trips to learn about the
local history and natural environment.
Jane’s books are known and loved around the country.
She has presented to schools all across her home state
of Florida, as well as in Georgia, South Carolina,
Maryland, Minnesota, Colorado, Nevada, and California.
She has received endorsements from many environmental groups, including the Save the Manatee Club, the St.
Johns Riverkeeper, and the Guana Tolomato Matanzas
Estuarine Research Reserve. She donates a portion of
the proceeds from the book to some of these groups.
All four of Jane’s books
have received a Mom's
Choice Award. Her second
book, Adventures on
Amelia Island, won a
Benjamin Franklin Award
in 2008.

The characters in Trouble on the Saint John’s River visit the Georgia
Sea Turtle Center on Jekyll Island, Georgia—a wonderful education
center and rehabilitation facility for injured sea turtles.

She has been featured on WTLV Channel 12 and in
Green Teacher magazine, Florida Times-Union, EU
Magazine, The Recorder, the Beaches Shorelines,, The
News-Leader, Jekyll's Golden Islander,
der, the Coastal
Observer, the Apopka Chief.

Jane Wood

“One has only to look at the earth and all its creatures to
realize that something wonderful was created by a higher power.”

Entro | Spring 2012
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What is the Very Best Toy?
Dad, of Course.
Gary and his daughter Lisa.

Gary Rinker is one of the lucky ones: he’s been
at a job he loves for a quarter of a century. He
works on the business side of Maverick Books,
the publisher of John R. Erickson’s bestselling
Hank the Cowdog series.
There’s a lot of the kid in
Gary, which came in
handy when he had a
daughter of his own. The
devoted father enjoyed
the special bond developed through playtime. As young Lisa grew,
she began climbing on her father. Gary recalls
asking her, “Why are you climbing on me? Do
I look like a tree?”
In fact, from Lisa’s point of view, he was her
tree. Before he knew it, Gary was sitting at the
kitchen table scratching out a poem to
describe what he had just realized: he had
developed into his daughter’s “toy.” The poem
captures how—through
a child’s imagination—a
dad becomes a slide, a
swing, a horse, a
trampoline, and more.
The Very Best Toy
A few years ago, popular
evangelist Josh
McDowell was the
featured speaker at a
local revival.

see the need to develop
authentic relationships
with their children.
Gary granted permission for his poem to be
used, and the positive response convinced him
to turn the poem into a book.
Father-Child Playtime and Child Development
The Very Best Toy provides a clear and helpful
answer to fathers who ask themselves: “What
can I do to entertain my children?” In the age
of Facebook, iPods, cell phones, and other
devices that create space between children and
their parents, that is no mean feat. And in light
of recent reports, such interaction is very
important for child development.
A publication by the Center on the Social and
Emotional Foundations for Early Learning
offers new insights on how fathers impact
children’s social-emotional development. The
report reveals how the bond
between father and child can
increase through positive play
interactions.
A study by the Fathers and
Families Research Program at
the University of Newcastle in
Australia shows that roughand-tumble play between fathers
and young children is particularly helpful in shaping the brain
in preschoolers.

He is very pleased
with the book’s
response. “It’s an
amazing thing when someone tells me, ‘My
son [or daughter] loves your book. We read it
every day, at least once!’ ”
The Very Best Toy has become a popular
Father’s Day gift, and Gary is gratified that
dads receive his book at baby showers—finally,
there’s a gift for dads. Gary mentions the
“unbeatable joy of getting to play and have fun
with my daughter as she grew up,” something
he hopes all fathers can experience.
Getting the Word Out
Although his publishing business means he
rarely has time to do book signings, Gary once
presented to more than fifty schools in a single
day through the Connect2Texas program,
which delivers live educational programs via
interactive videoconferencing to school
children and educators.
Gary will soon release an ebook version of The
Very Best Toy and continues to advise parents
to just “be there” for their kids. “If my book is
able to get dads to spend a little more time
playing with their kids, that would be a
mission accomplished.”

Gary Rinker is the Vice President of Maverick
Books, Inc., which recently came out with Book 58 in

“The last night of the revival,” Gary recalls, “I
handed him a copy of my poem with only
enough time to say it was something I wanted
to share with him. A couple of months later I
got an email from Mr. McDowell’s office
requesting permission to use ‘The Very Best
Toy’ in some of his seminars.”
The email went on to say: “Josh thinks that
your poem will really help to encourage
fathers and he would love to share it with
them.” In his “Relationships That Transform”
seminar, McDowell focuses on helping parents

When it’s cold outside
We stay inside.
Dad sits in his chair
And makes a great slide.
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Gary’s book helps reinforce the important
reasons for fathers to be engaged in their
children’s lives, and it presents ideas for
creative playtime activities to make interacting
with their children a memorable, joyous time.
“When a kid gets to play with their Dad, that
Dad is the very best toy a kid could have. It
can be as simple as picking them up and
swinging them around or lying on the floor
while they climb around you. Whatever it is,
they will be making memories that last a
lifetime,” says Gary.

the Hank the Cowdog series. In fact, this series of
humorous children’s mystery novels has sold more than
eight million books and audios since 1982.
The Very Best Toy won a Mom's Choice Award and a
“Best Books 2011” Award from USA Book News.
Gary lives in Texas with his wife Kim, daughter Lisa, and
sons David and Kevin.

So remember the best thing
For a little girl or boy
Is to play with their Dad.
He is the very best toy.
E n t ro | S p r i n g 2 012
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Your Story.

If you have an inspirational story about developing your
book or product that you think would benefit our readers—
and you’d like to see it in the next issue of Entro—please
visit MomsChoiceAwards.com/entro and complete the Entro
Discovery Form. Our editorial staff will evaluate yo
yyour
ur
response to see if it’s a good fit for
.

Join
the Community!

As you know, the Mom’s Choice Awards® is constantly looking for products, media and services that will help families
grow emotionally, spiritually and physically. Articles that
appear in Entro go further, talking about the inspiration
behind those products and the impact they have on others.
So if you believe you have a story that would benefit others,
please submit it online today!
MomsChoiceAwards.com/entro
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And the Journey Continues
by Janet Mary Sinke
“I realized more than ever the importance of kind words and
simple affection, for that is how the soul is nourished.”
This is a tribute to a Mom’s Choice Awards® judge
and four-time Mom’s Choice award-winner—a
woman of remarkable courage, faith and
integrity who is beloved by many. She had a
richly rewarding career as a hospice nurse. But
then, she says, “life threw me a curve.” Janet
Mary Sinke’s life of service and inspiration merits
special recognition from Entro® magazine.
“You have Parkinson’s Disease,” the doctor
said. “You have had it for quite some time.”
That was ten years ago. And so I embarked on
a new adventure, that of author/publisher. I
have enjoyed meeting new people, I’ve learned
from my mistakes, and I now wonder, with
anticipation, what the future holds.

I cannot safely pick up my little ones anymore,
but I still have arms that hold.
My voice is weak and soft but I can still whisper
in their ears. I tell them how much they are
loved and reassure them of their worth.
I use a walker now, but more and more I am in
need of a wheelchair. My grandchildren, even
the little ones, are eager to help. If my balance
is off they rush to steady me. Their little hands
have more than once prevented a fall. When
this occurs, I give thanks for the moment and
for my own children—who as parents have
taught my grandbabies the importance of
providing loving care for one another.

My Grandma Janet Mary™ series of books now
holds new meaning for me. I am ever more
aware of the theme behind each grandma and
grandpa book: Take time to make memories
today for in the end it's all we really have. I try
to remember that each day is a gift. Live each
day to the fullest.
I am not sure what
the future holds. I
continue to write
but am mainly
committed at this
time to the
promotion of my
fantasy book, Priscilla McDoodleNut
DoodleMcMae Asks “Why?” This book holds a

My Parkinson’s is very much a part of me. It is
not the only part nor is it the major part of
who I am, but it is an incurable affliction that
seems to present new challenges each day,
challenges that involve a deeper kind of
acceptance of what I can’t control. This is not
easy, especially in those dark moments when I
feel my independence slowly being stripped
away. There are many days now when I feel
older than my years, but in those quiet
moments when I sit and wonder, I am called to
recognize the Presence of grace not only in my
joys but in my sorrows, not only in my hopes
but in my struggles, for I truly believe that if
we have eyes to see, ears to listen, and a heart
that comprehends, we can recognize that in the
end, all is blessing.
For me the most frustrating of all my
symptoms are the ones that limit my interactions with my fifteen grandchildren, but with
every limitation there is a blessing.

Janet Mary Sinke — Grandma Janet Mary to thousands of delighted
readers— with her large and devoted family.

I can no longer drive, which is a major loss, but
I have family and friends who are kind and
giving. They are willing to take me wherever I
need to go.
I am so slow. The simplest chores are often
frustrating and time-consuming, but I have
learned greater patience.

With my husband Mike and granddaughter Callie.
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When tears occasionally fall, I am especially
grateful for the arms of my husband, who
continues to be my soul mate, my guardian,
and my friend.

clear and awesome message: embrace diversity,
celebrate difference, respect all people, and
come to know that each of us has the power to
make a difference. I have been to numerous
schools promoting this message. Unfortunately, I am no longer able to do many
presentations because of fatigue and other
Parkinson's-related symptoms. So I have
placed the future of this story in the hands of
the Spirit. Since my voice has been affected, my
goal is to have this story made into an
animated film where all children and adults
can hear the voice of Priscilla. I keep searching
for ways to make this happen. I am convinced
that one day this dream will become a reality.
E n t ro | S p r i n g 2 012
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In August of 2008, I underwent a surgical
procedure known as deep brain stimulation.
Because it is a highly invasive procedure, I had
contemplated this decision for two years. The
goal of the surgery was to control my
Parkinson’s electronically, and though it is not a
cure, it was done to improve my quality of life.
An amazing thing: I remember lying awake
throughout the procedure. I could feel the
probes searching inside my head, the inner
sanctum of my brain exposed, but there was no
pain. And as I conversed with those who
tended me, I slowly began to realize that here,
in the seat of my soul, lay all of my hopes, all of
my dreams, my faith, my love, none of which
could be measured mathematically but were
present all the same. And I realized more than
ever the importance of kind words and simple
affection, for that is how the soul is nourished.
The experience reminded me of Priscilla and
the importance of her
message. Each one of us has
as
the power to make a
difference in the lives of
those around us. I am
committed to the spread of
her message.
We shall see where the
Spirit leads.
As the years fly by at what seems to be a faster
rate, I am continuously reminded of God's
presence through others who have come into
my life. I am especially grateful for those
associated with the Mom's Choice Awards.
Your professional, supportive and loving
approach has deeply touched my life. It means
more than I can say.

Janet Mary

Wife, mother and grandmother
sent her first manuscript to 54 publishing
companies. Yet she was not discouraged and so, with
the help of her family, established her own company:
My Grandma and Me Publishers. In eight years, the
company has sold more than 50,000 books. In addition
to her books for children, Janet has drawn upon her
experiences as a hospice nurse to write a collection of
gentle reflections in an adult nonfiction work, Ten
Lessons Learned: Gifts From Those Remembered. Her
books have won numerous prestigious awards.

Sinke

Benjamin Franklin Awards™
I Wanna Go to Grandma's House, Grandpa's Fishin' Friend
and Grandma's Treasure Chest
Mom's Choice Awards®
Grandpa's Fishin' Friend, Grandma's Treasure Chest, My
Grandpa's Coaching Third, Ten Lessons Learned, I Wanna
Go to Grandma's House, and Priscilla McDoodleNut
DoodleMcMae Asks “Why?”
Eric Hoffer Award
Priscilla McDoodleNut DoodleMcMae Asks “Why?”
DaVinci Award
My Grandpa's Coaching Third
Moonbeam Award
Priscilla McDoodleNut DoodleMcMae Asks “Why?”
My Grandpa's Coaching Third
Other Recognitions
Mom's Choice Awards—Distinguished Jury Member
Women Who Inspire—Sparrow Health System
Featured on PBS—Michigan Magazine
Entro® Magazine, Lansing State Journal and other
newspapers and magazines. She has presented her
books to more than 50,000 children and adults.

From the cover of I Wanna Go to Grandma's House.
Illustration: Craig Pennington

Getting to Know Janet Mary Sinke
I believe everyone has a book in them. For
most authors, a story is inspired by a
life-altering event. For me, it was a compilation
of events in 2001. After a long, successful
career in the technology sector, I suddenly
found myself unemployed. A few months later
I struggled with the heart-wrenching realization that I would never be able to carry a child.
Then 9/11 rocked the world, and I realized I’d
better get busy and make the rest of my life
count somehow. So I wrote a book—a
children’s picture book.
Shortly after my book was published, it was
selected as one of three finalists for the
prestigious Benjamin Franklin Award along
with Alex and the Amazing Lemonade Stand,
by Jay and Liz Scott, and I Wanna Go To
Grandma’s House, by Janet Mary Sinke.

Parkinson’s is a chronic, progressive disease that affects a small area of nerve cells in the brain.
These are the cells that produce dopamine, a chemical “messenger” that transmits signals permitting smooth, balanced muscle movement. As these cells deteriorate and dopamine levels drop,
nerve functioning is abnormal, causing an impaired ability to control body movements.

Curious about my competition, I ordered copies
from Amazon. When the books arrived, I was
impressed. Both were quality productions with
heartwarming stories and wonderful illustrations and were clearly worthy of the award. I
sat down at my computer and Googled the
authors. I learned how Jay and Liz had written
their book in tribute to their courageous
four-year-old daughter Alex, whom they had
recently lost to cancer. And I learned how
Janet’s rewarding career as a hospice nurse was
cut short with a devastating diagnosis of
Parkinson’s. I was riveted by their stories. More
importantly, I was amazed at how they were
able to turn their tragic moments into
something so positive, encouraging, and
inspirational for others. I was very humbled to
even be considered in the same category as
these remarkable people.

Symptoms include tremors, muscle rigidity, loss of balance, and changes in one’s walking pattern,
speech, and handwriting. Although there is no known cure, symptoms can sometimes be alleviated
by drug therapy, proper diet, getting plenty of rest, and using relaxation techniques.

I came home with the bronze medal that year,
but the real prize was the three very special
friendships I gained and cherish to this day.

The annual cost of Parkinson’s disease in the U.S. due to treatment, lost income, and Social Security
payments is enormous: approximately $25 billion. Medication costs for each individual with the
disease are about $2,500 yearly, and surgery can range into the six figures.

Dawn Matheson
Executive Director of the Mom’s Choice Awards®
and author of the Ruby Lee The Bumble Bee series

“Each one of us has the power
to make a difference in the lives of those around us.”

As many as one million Americans are living with Parkinson’s disease, and about 60,000 new cases
are seen each year. The incidence of Parkinson’s increases with age, although nearly one in 20 cases
is diagnosed before age 50.
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Building Bridges to Success for Children
Living With Invisible Disorders
Jodee Kulp

When Jodee Kulp and her husband Karl agreed
to provide foster care for a dying infant 25
years ago, they had no idea Jodee was cradling
her destiny in her arms. Baby Liz, whom the
Kulps adopted, thrived under Jodee’s care—
although her puzzling behaviors and angry
outbursts left Jodee exhausted and confused. It
would be twelve years before doctors diagnosed
Liz’s odd set of symptoms as Fetal Alcohol
Spectrum Disorder (FASD).
When Mom Drinks, Baby Drinks
It’s unthinkable, but FASD affects one out of
every 100 infants each year. The alcohol a
pregnant woman drinks goes directly to her
developing child—and at the same level of
concentration that it enters her own bloodstream.

“We do not know what, if any, amount
of alcohol is safe…Therefore, it’s in
the child’s best interest for a
pregnant woman to simply not
drink alcohol.”

Another of Jodee’s goals is to completely
destigmatize FASD. “This can’t be a shamebased disability,” she says. “No one sets out to
hurt a child. It takes courage to come forward.”
Another Voice for the Voiceless
To further broaden her audience, Jodee formed
Better Endings New Beginnings, a company
devoted to providing resources and strategies
to help families and children with FASD cope
with its vast array of symptoms.
Recently Jodee stepped into new territory,
helping to train the first certified service dog
for an adult with FASD, which is how she met
Donnie Kanter Winokur. Donnie found
Chancer, a 90-pound golden retriever, for her
adopted son Iyal through 4 Paws for Ability,
which trains service dogs and matches them to
suitable recipients. Both successful business
owners before choosing to stay home to care
for their children affected by FASD, Jodee and
Donnie bonded instantly.

~ U.S. Surgeon General Richard H. Carmona
This disorder means that these children—born
with a huge propensity for addictions—have
brain, emotional and cognitive damage that
will affect them for a lifetime. FASD childhood
is difficult, but without proper care and
services, adulthood brings in the peril of
unemployment, social problems, criminal
activity, and many other high-risk behaviors.

Jodee recalls, “As a mother of an adult daughter
struggling at the time with life issues due to the
disability, my heart went out to this mom of a
much younger child. I remember thinking,
‘What if a service dog could prevent some of
the issues my daughter faced?’ ” Donnie had
discovered 4 Paws for Ability, an agency that
trained dogs for special-needs children, and
invited Jodee to join in the training sessions and
watch. This was the beginning of a unique
partnership for both moms.
The two women
co-presented at the
International FAS
Conference in Victoria,
British Columbia, in
2008, where they began
talking about writing
books together. Donnie’s
11-year-old daughter wanted to be involved as
a spokesperson for her brother’s disability, and
My Invisible World—Life with my Brother, his
Disability, and his Service Dog was the result.
Told entirely from Morasha’s
perspective, this chapter book
offers insights into the world of
a middle schooler living with
and loving a brother with an
invisible disability The addition
of Chancer to the household was
remarkable: Iyal, who had
difficulty expressing himself
verbally, began speaking in
complete sentences after two
months in Chancer’s gentle,
supportive presence.

“What we’re talking about here is a metabolic
disorder caused solely by drinking alcohol—a
disorder that causes injury not just to the
brain, but many other organs as well,” Jodee
explains. “And it’s 100% preventable.”
Concerned about her daughter’s learning
issues and difficulty reading social cues, Jodee
began working feverishly, from the moment
Liz was diagnosed, to spearhead efforts that
would help children with FASD live successful,
productive, fulfilling lives. Today, Liz is an
adult and, thanks to Jodee’s care, is living as
independently as she can. But, says Jodee, “the
energy she expends daily to live her life,
because of all the subtle damage, is unjust.”
Donnie Kanter Winokur with Chancer.
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Morasha’s book, which won a Mom’s Choice
Award for Outstanding Young Contributor, the
Reader Views Kids Award for 2010 Best
Children's Book of the Year, and the 2010
Readers Views First Place Award for
Children-Young Reader (8-12), gave Donnie
an entry into school systems to educate
teachers and students about FASD.
Raising Public Awareness
What’s next for this
dynamic partnership
between Jodee Kulp
and Donnie Winokur?
Nuzzle: Love Between a
Boy and his Service
Dog, the second book
to come out of the
Winokur family’s
experiences, just went
to print. Donnie wrote Nuzzle, an early reader,
from Chancer’s perspective.
“Great strides have been made in educating
parents, physicians and teachers,” Jodee says.
“Next we want to write specialized curriculum,
from early readers through college, to do more
speaking and advocacy, and to continue
sharing strategies for success with children
affected by FASD.”
Jodee notes that she is ten years ahead of where
she was when she and Liz co-authored The
Best I Can Be: Living with Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome, which has been translated into
Russian and Ukrainian. Both Jodee and
Donnie agree: their most important contribution is being mothers to their children—seeing
them first as human beings who just happen to
live with incredible differences. Or, as Donnie
puts it: “Believing in their abilities and
treasures versus their medical diagnoses.”

Morasha Winokur, Chancer, and Iyal.

One of the first to connect prenatal brain injury with hopeful strategies to help children and their caregivers live, love
and laugh through the difficulties children face as a result of maternal alcohol consumption,
has
been a dynamic force for advocacy, intervention, and assistance for more than two decades. She is a nationally
recognized speaker, intervention specialist, and an award-winning author. Her books are now available in 35 countries
around the world.

Jodee Kulp

Featured on Minnesota Public Radio, Jodee and her Better Endings New Beginnings published books have earned seven
Mom’s Choice awards in addition to awards from Writer’s Digest, Dove 5 Star, Health Watch, and Foreword Book of the
Year. Jodee and her daughter Liz have been featured on Tiger Woods Foundation’s Start Something, and in Adoption
Today, Fostering Families, Minneapolis Star, and Sun Post.
She fought for the Designated Care Giver Law in Minnesota, ran the 2007 national camp for young adults living with
FASD, and her websites, www.betterendings.org and www.toolboxparent.com, are storehouses of information for
struggling parents and children.

Donnie Kanter Winokur

worked for 28 years as a producer, creative director, and writer before becoming
an author, public speaker, and advocate for children with invisible disabilities. In the early years of multimedia, she
produced award-winning educational titles for the Discovery Channel and the Smithsonian Institute and directed and
produced CD-ROMs for Random House/Broderbund’s Living Books series. She has been featured in Adoption Today and,
most recently, in the New York Times Magazine’s breakthrough article “Wonder Dog,” written by Melissa Fay Greene.

Jodee Kulp with Bonnie.

Facts About FASD
1 out of 100 live births are affected by prenatal alcohol exposure.
FASD is the leading known preventable cause of intellectual disability and birth defects, and a
leading known cause of learning disabilities.
Each year, FASD affects approximately 40,000 infants.
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS), the most severe and least common effect under the FASD umbrella,
costs the United States $5.4 billion annually in direct and indirect costs.
Effects of FASD:
Growth deficits
Mental retardation
Heart, lung, and kidney defects
Hyperactivity and behavior problems
Attention and memory problems
Poor coordination or motor skill delays
Difficulty with judgment and reasoning
Learning disabilities
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Women should not drink alcohol if they are
planning to become pregnant or are sexually active
but do not use effective birth control, because a
woman could become pregnant and not know for
several weeks or more. In the U.S., half of all
pregnancies are unplanned.
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Book Spawns Love for Oceans
and Wildlife Among Young Readers
When the BP oil spill began spewing 5,000
gallons of crude oil per day into the Gulf of
Mexico in April 2010, newscasters and
scientists predicted the results would be
far-reaching and devastating.
Dubbed Big Oil’s “Chernobyl,” the Deepwater
Horizon explosion that killed 11 workers
would mean months of cleanup; a crushing
impact on wetlands, wildlife and tourism; and
calls for major oil industry reforms.
For Florida schoolteacher Kathleen Dautel, the
explosion rocked her world. “I love the beach;
I’m there all the time.” She saw the incident take
a huge financial and emotional toll—vacation
resorts closed down and thousands of
volunteers were brought in to clean up the Gulf.
“The oceans and waterways are our lifelines,
our sources of economic security,” she says.
One day that summer, she was on the beach
thinking about how beautiful the ocean looked
and enjoying the pelicans, sea gulls, and
sunshine. “Then I thought about how it would
be if the oil kept spilling out so much that our
beach in St. Augustine, Florida, would be
ruined. It saddened me so much that, all of a
sudden, I was rhyming sentences and
brainstorming a story in my mind. I began
writing everything down! I was so concerned
about the people along the Gulf of Mexico, the
restaurant and hotel owners, the fishermen, the
tourists who were so disappointed, the
beautiful sea life—everything!”
The resulting
book, Come
Follow Me, is
about a
concerned pelican
who realizes the
danger from the
oil spill and urges
her friends —
manatees,
dolphins, sea
turtles, and
whales—to leave the toxic Gulf and follow her
to safer waters. The book concludes with an
appeal to legislators for cleaner, safer fuels—in
order to avert another oil disaster. The story was
so timely and so well done, it was picked up by
Peppertree Press just one month after Kathleen
sent out manuscripts to various publishers.
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The response has been gratifying. “Grandparents want to buy Come Follow Me for their
grandchildren, teachers want to use it in their
science curriculum, and principals want me to
come and present it,” Kathleen says. “I wish
there was more of me and more time, so I
could reach them all.”
The author is in increasing demand to present
her book in public schools. After reading her
book, Kathleen conducts mini-science
experiments that teach kids about the
historical spill and its impact on Gulf waters
and wildlife. Then she discusses solar, wind,
electric and nuclear power alternatives to
oil—and using bikes instead of cars. After the
class, kids research what they can do to help.

In fact, more than 27,000 oil and gas wells have
been abandoned in the Gulf of Mexico—some
as long ago as the 1940s—yet no one checks to
see if their seals are holding or if they’re
leaking. State officials believe that thousands of
these wells are poorly sealed and pose a threat.
It’s a lifelong job and will require the efforts of
everyone in each community, according to
Kathleen. She’s committed to educating others;
her website, www.kathleendautel.com, offers a
video of her school presentation with suggestions for alternative fuels. A portion of each
book’s purchase is donated to Keepers of the
Coast, a local environmental organization.

“It’s essential that future generations stay aware
of consequences so this doesn’t happen again,”
she says. “Oil is an important resource, but we
also have alternatives. Kids are the future as
well as key to creating positive change.”
Teaching Others to Write
She’d always wanted to write a children’s book,
but always got stuck and couldn’t finish. But on
this occasion, the timing was perfect. A few
months before writing her book, Kathleen had
taken a course on becoming a children’s book
author. “We learned how a manuscript should
look, and how to write a query letter. So I had a
good foundation from that weekend and lots of
encouragement.”
At this course, Kathleen also learned how to
teach children to write. That’s why, when she
goes into schools, she doesn’t just present her
book and talk about protecting the environment and alternative energy—she also
encourages children to become writers. In fact,
she kept a running bulletin board in the hallway
so the kids could see her book’s progress.
Kathleen now works half-days as a pre-K
teacher; in the afternoon, after doing book
readings and signings at area schools, libraries
and bookstores, she enjoys spending time with
her teenage boys.
A Call to Arms
Kathleen wants the nation to use much more
care in stewarding its precious resources.
“There are many other wells in the Gulf, and
there’s oil leaking out of them all the time.”

Kathleen Dautel

“To protect our
oceans from all the
off-shore drilling, it
is going to take
everyone’s participation—scientists,
volunteers, oil
companies, our
government officials,
and all of the people
who love our oceans.
We all need to take
part in any way we
can, even if it’s just
picking up the litter
on our beaches.”

“The oceans and
waterways are our lifelines,
our sources of economic security.”
Florida native

Kathleen Dautel has a master’s

degree in elementary education and has been teaching
for more than 30 years. She is currently a preschool
teacher at St. Johns Country Day School in Orange Park,
Florida. Her love for the sea inspired her to write Come
Follow Me, which received a Mom’s Choice Award® in
the Children’s Picture Books category.

Kathleen lives in Doctor’s Inlet, Florida, with her family.
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Family Writing Team Sets Teens
Straight About Drugs And Alcohol
Savanna & Jill Vanderwood

If you’re a teenager, what do you do when your
father, brother, grandparent, uncle and cousins
are doing drugs or drinking? You also do drugs,
right? Not Savanna Peterson, who went beyond
the expectations of others and took a highly
visible stand against drugs.
Author Jill Vanderwood was already
well-known for her delightful children’s book
series, Through the Rug, involving the

imaginary land of Wishville, where all wishes
are granted. She’s also known for getting
involved in the things she’s passionate about.
In fact, the author once took a “leap for
literacy” by skydiving from 12,500 feet in
Ogden, Utah.

The Project Gains Momentum
In 14 months, the two of them co-wrote the
book, Drugs Make You Un-Smarter, a wonderful
resource for teens
that contains a
powerful arsenal
of tips and
techniques for
saying no to drugs
and creating a
satisfying,
rewarding life.
Full of poignant,
honest stories
about people who
have abused
drugs, the book is
divided into five sections: Savanna’s Story, How
Drugs Affect a Family, Facts About Drugs,
Rehabilitation, and Success Stories. The
authors conducted interviews with addicts and
users of all ages and professions, and did
extensive research to ensure the book
conveyed a thorough understanding of the
nature and effects of drugs and alcohol.

The feedback is overwhelmingly positive. Said
one young reader: “It really inspires me to
double up on my promise to myself not to use
drugs or alcohol.”
Their website, JillVanderwood.com, is another
superb resource for families, offering a host of
suggestions for parents and teens, a myriad of
useful articles and information, and links to
helpful websites on related issues.
Says Jill, “Our mission is to talk to kids about
drugs and let them know there’s a better way to
live.” But she feels her most important
contribution is to make a better life for
Savanna. “She has seen that people look up to
her and admire her conviction. She has been
interviewed and spoken to audiences from kids
to adults, and this has greatly helped her
self-esteem.”
Savanna recalls: “I wanted to write a book
telling kids that even if someone in their family
is doing drugs or drinking, they don’t have to.”
And that’s exactly what she did.

“I want to write about drugs and the damage they do to people and their families.”

Then Jill found herself moving in a very
different direction, when her fifteen-year-old
granddaughter took her up on an offer to get a
book published. “Grandma,” Savanna said, “I
want to write about drugs and the damage they
do to people and their families.”
An Apple That Falls Far From the Tree
By all accounts, Savanna should have become a
drug user herself. Her brother was an addict.
Her father, a pattern offender who was
constantly in and out of prison, would use any
drug he could find and do anything to get
money for his habit—rob a bank, commit
insurance fraud, write bad checks.
Yet Savanna stayed clean, and her disturbing
family life was actually what prepared the
ground for her writing effort. The girl was only
eight when she drew her personal line in the
sand—no drugs, no alcohol. So when, seven
years later, Jill offered her granddaughter an
opportunity to become an author, Savanna
jumped at it.

Some of their expert sources include doctors, a
pharmacist, and a sheriff. The last two sections
of the book present excellent choices and
motivations for abstinence and recovery.
Through the book, Savanna makes an
impassioned plea to other teens not to get
involved in drugs, urging them to get an
education and make a good life for themselves.
Readers learn about goal-oriented kids who,
like Savanna, made a choice to remain
drug-free.

for the League of Utah Writers. She is the author of five
children’s/YA books: Through the Rug; Through the Rug
2: Follow that Dog; and Stowaway: The San Francisco
Adventures of Sara the Pineapple Cat. Her first nonfiction
children's book, What’s it Like Living Green: Kids
Teaching Kids by the Way They Live, took the National
Indie Excellence Award, The Teen Development Award,
and the Best Books 2009 Award. Jill and her husband,
Bill, are parents of four and grandparents of six.

Reaching Out to Teens and Parents
The authors have obviously struck a chord
with teens, parents and grandparents. They
have made presentations to church groups,
Boys & Girls Clubs, school classrooms, and a
rehab center.

Savanna Peterson volunteers as a speaker for Boys and
Girls Clubs, church groups, schools, and rehab programs.
Savanna would eventually like to address prisoners, to
tell them what their drug use is doing to their children.
Teaching how to live a drug-free life by example, the
teenager hopes to be either a crime scene investigator
or a drug counselor.

“I enjoyed speaking to the adults in rehab the
best,” Savanna says. “There were tears when
they explained how we had affected the lives of
their children, and they said that if I was able
to remain drug-free after growing up around
drugs and alcohol, maybe their own children
would be okay.”

Drugs Make You Un-Smarter received a Mom's Choice
Award, the Golden Quill Award of the League of Utah
Writers, and is a finalist in the Indy Excellence Awards.
The coauthors have been featured on various local
television and radio news shows and in assorted
newspapers, and hope to reach children and parents on
a more national platform.

“Our mission is to talk to
kids about drugs and let them know
there’s a better way to live.”
E n t ro | S p r i n g 2 012

Jill Vanderwood is the 2008 Writer of the Year
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Outstanding Young Contributors
Kaitlyn Brannin, Author
For Return to Arteo
Silver
Maureen Howard, Author
For Thanks to Tank
Silver
Sameon Clay Klanot, Illustrator
For The Colors of Myself
Gold
Finnoula Louise, Author
For Animals Animals
Silver
Emily P. Schell, Illustrator
For Thanks to Tank
Silver

Children’s Picture Books
(Ages Birth - 9)
Includes Audio Books, eBooks, Book Apps
& Magazines
10 Turkeys in the Road
by Brenda Reeves Sturgis
Illustrated by David Slonim
Marshall Cavendish Children’s Books
Gold: Humor
The Adventures of
Bella & Harry Series:
Let’s Visit Paris!
Let’s Visit Venice!
Let’s Visit London!
by Lisa Manzione
Illustrated by Kristine Lucco
Trimark Press
Silver: Series (Peoples, Places & Cultures)

The Adventures of
Everyday Geniuses Series:
Mrs. Gorski, I Think I Have The Wiggle Fidgets
If You’re So Smart,
How Come You Can’t Spell Mississippi?
Stacey Coolidge’s Fancy-Smancy
Cursive Handwriting
Last To Finish – A Story About The Smartest Boy
In Math Class
by Barbara Esham
Illustrated by Mike Gordon and Carl Gordon
Mainstream Connections Publishing
Gold: Series
The Adventures of Rusty and Ginger Fox
by Tim Ostermeyer
Synergy Books
Silver: Animal Kingdom
The Adventures of Wil, Fitz and
a Flea Named T Series:
Wil, Fitz and a Flea Named T
A Line in the Sand
The Boomerang
The Bad Enchilada
Vive La Differance!
by CJ Connolly
Illustrated by Lisa Adams
Crosswinds Press
Silver: Series
Allison Investigates: Does Chocolate
Milk Come From Brown Cows?
Alison Investiga (Spanish Edition)
by Collette Omans Nicoletta
Beaver’s Pond Press
Gold: Science & Technology also Bilingual
Always My Dad
by Kathryn Graf
Illustrated by Hiphung Lam
Small Pond Publishing
Gold: Growing Up / Personal Growth
Archibald’s Swiss Cheese Mountain
by Sylvia Lieberman
Illustrated by Jeremy Wendell
Seven Locks Press
Gold: Inspirational / Motivational
Astro the Stellar Sea Lion
by Jeanne Walker Harvey
Illustrated by Shennen Bersani
Sylvan Dell Publishing
Gold: Animal Kingdom
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Bartholomew’s Gift (Book w/ CD)
by Diane Dignan
Illustrated by Wendy Edelson
Ferne Press
Gold: Religion & Spirituality
Be There Bedtime Stories
Personalized Webcam Stories
Webtime Stories
Gold: eBooks
Belly Button Love
by Kelly Hagen
Illustrated by Maria Rodriguez
Belly Button Love Publishing
Silver: Crossing Generations
Best Me I Can Be Series:
I Just Don’t Like the Sound of No!
The Worst Day of My Life Ever!
by Julia Cook
Illustrated by Kelsey De Weerd
Boys Town Press
Gold: Growing Up / Personal Growth
Big Cat, Little Kitty
by Scotti Cohn
Illustrated by Susan Detwiler
Sylvan Dell Publishing
Gold: Animal Kingdom
Bingo’s Big Adventure
by Julia King
King Publishing
Silver: Adventure, Adventurers & Heroes
Boogie Monster Dance Kit
by Josie Bissett
Illustrated by Kevan Atteberry
Compendium
Gold: Inspirational / Motivational
A Brighter Light in the World Series:
Blessing the Water
Rainbow of Light
We Play Beautiful Music
by Elisabeth Rose Wilds
Illustrated by Natalia Tretiakova
CreateSpace
Silver: Series (New Age & Indigo Topics)
Camellia the Fabulous Flower Girl
by Lynelle Woolley
Illustrations by Karen Wolcott
Markelle Media
Silver: Values & Life Lessons
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Cedric and the Dragon
by Elizabeth Raum
Illustrated by Nina Victor Crittenden
Alma Little / Elva Resa Publishing
Gold: Values & Life Lessons

The Crowded Backyard
by P.T. Custard
Illustrated by Jeffrey Duckworth
Black Plume Books
Gold: Developing Social Skills

Chippy Chipmunk: Babies in the Garden
by Kathy M. Miller
Celtic Sunrise
Gold: Nature & Weather

The Day No One Played Together:
A Story About Compromise
by Donalisa Helsley
Illustrated by Sarah Harkey
Mirror Publishing
Silver: Developing Social Skills

The Christmas Tooth Fairy
by Murlie Hanson
Illustrated by Lauren C. Oliveira
OMO Publications
Silver: Seasonal, Holidays & Festivals
Christopher Kazoo & Bongo Boo:
The Secret of the Purple Stone
by R.O. Price
Illustrated by Nancy Coffelt
Clear Choice Entertainment
Gold: Musical & Performing Arts
Chuck & Friends:
Friends for the Long Haul
iPhone, iPod Touch & iPad Book App
Ruckus Media Group
Gold: Book App
The Clay General
by Kim Xiong
Translated by Clarissa Yu Shen
Better Chinese
Gold: Values & Life Lessons
The Colors of Myself
by Dr. Karen Hutchins Pirnot
Illustrated by Sameon Clay Klanot
Peppertree Press
Gold: Growing Up / Personal Growth

Doctor Nenyai Monyay and
His Amazing Koala Bag
by Sanita Virdee
Illustrated by Joseph Gormley
LLumina Kids
Silver: Health & Safety
Does This Make Me Beautiful?
by Harriet Morse
Illustrated by Megan D. Wellman
Ferne Press
Gold: Growing Up / Personal Growth
The Door in the Floor
by Dr. Karen Hutchins Pirnot
Illustrated by Julie Ross
Peppertree Press
Gold: Imagine It!
Eat Your Breakfast or Else!
by Jackie Jafarian Broad
Illustrated by S.V. Divelbiss
Three Puppies Press
Silver: Imagine It!
The Every Kid’s Guide to
Living Your Best Life
by Sara Jensen-Fritz, Paula Jones-Johnson and
Thea L. Zitzow
Beaver’s Pond Press
Gold: Inspirational / Motivational

Honor Roll
Come Follow Me
by Kathleen C. Dautel
Illustrated by Bobbie B. Marsh
Peppertree Press
Silver: Green Earth

Cookies Cookies:
A Year of Holiday Treats
by Finoula Louise
Photography by John Zecca
Little Valley Books / Woodglen Publishing
Silver: Novelty (Board Book)
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The Fabulous Flying Machines of
Alberto Santos-Dumont
by Victoria Griffith
Illustrated by Eva Montanari
Abrams Books for Young Readers
Gold: Trains, Planes, Automobiles & More
Fifo “50 States”
by Hayley Rose
Illustrated by Jessie B. Oriet
Inkwell Productions
Silver: Peoples, Places & Cultures

The Friendship Book:
An Emotes Book about Love
by Matt Casper
Illustrated by Ted Dorsey
Emotes by Evergrow
Gold: Growing Up / Personal Growth
Fujimini Island Adventures Series:
Green Hamster and the Quest for Fun
Red Penguin And The Missing Sushi
Silent Samurai And The magnificent Rescue
by Eileen Wacker;
Illustrated by Alan M. Low
Once Kids
Silver: Series
Funny Bone Readers Family Fun Packs:
Family Fun Pack 1
Family Fun Pack 2
Various Authors
Red Chair Press
Gold: Developing Social Skills
Gadgetland
Personalized eBook
by Lori Kretchmer
Illustrated by Patrick Quach
Champion Me Books
Gold: eBook
Gobble, Gobble
by Cathryn Falwell
Dawn Publications
Gold: Animal Kingdom
God Loves You
A Personalized Book
by Jennifer Dewing
Illustrated by Maria Carluccio
I See Me!
Gold: Novelty
The Good Fire Helmet
by Tim Hoppey
Illustrated by Lori McElrath-Eslick
Alma Little / Elva Resa Publishing
Gold: Growing Up / Personal Growth
The Goodbye Window
by Marie Rudd
Illustrated by Claudia Whitmeyer Ross
Kat Tales Publishing
Silver: Growing Up / Personal Growth
Grandma Wants to Eat My Baby Sister!
by Jackie Jafarian Broad
Illustrated by Shielaugh Victoria Divelbiss
Three Puppies Press
Silver: Humor
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Life of Shouty:
Food and Fitness
by NeonSeon
Rixkin
Silver: Body, Mind and Spirit

Miss Spider’s Bedtime Story
iPad Book App
by David Kirk
Callaway Digital Arts
Gold: Book App

Henry! You’re Late Again!
by Mary Evanson Bleckwehl
Illustrated by Brian Barber
Beaver’s Pond Press
Gold: Humor

Lily & Nana:
A Book About Laughing and Loving!
by Lily Hamilton and Barbara Myers
Illustrated by Brendan Sellaro
Headline Kids
Silver: Crossing Generations

Miss Spider’s Tea Party
iPad Book App
by David Kirk
Callaway Digital Art
Gold: Book App

Hide!!!
by Jeff Foxworthy
Illustrated by Steve Bjorkman
Beaufort Books
Gold: Imagine It!

Little Star
by Anthony DeStefano
Illustrated by Mark Elliott
Waterbrook Press
Gold: Seasonal, Holidays & Festivals

Mommy, Were You Happy
The Day I Was Born?
by Sylvia Lasalandra-Frodella
Illustrated by Michael LaDuca
Quattro M Publishing
Silver: Inspirationall / Motivational

I Can Dance, Too!
by Victoria C. Ames and Lynette Toma
Illustrated by Colleen Fisher
Ferne Press
Gold: Inspirational / Motivational

The Little Weed Flower
(La florecita de maleza)
by Vicky Whipple
Illustrated by Pamela Barcita
Raven Tree Press
Gold: Bilingual

My Ducky Buddy
(English, Spanish and Chinese)
by Michael Smith
Illustrated by Octavio Oliva
East West Discovery Press
Gold: Series

The Long and the Short of It:
A Tale About Hair
by Barbara Meyers & Lydia Criss Mays
Illustrated by Shennen Bersani
American Cancer Society
Gold: Looking and Feeling Great

My First Puppy
by Mandy Wood
Illustrated by Jeremy Billups
Hot Potato Press
Silver: Growing Up / Personal Growth

Maddy and Scooter:
Unlikely Friends
by Kristen Lucas
Tate Publishing
Silver: Values & Life Lessons

My Grandpa’s Coaching Third
by Janet Mary Sinke
Illustrated by Craig Pennington
My Grandma And Me Publishers
Gold: Family Life

Maybe:
A Little Zen for Little Ones
by Sanjay Nambiar
Illustrated by 3-Keys Graphics
Umiya Publishing
Silver: Body, Mind & Spirit

My Very Merry Christmas
A Personalized Book
by Jennifer Dewing
Illustrated by Matt McDonough
I See Me!
Gold: Seasonal, Holiday & Festivals

Merrilee Mannerly
and Her Magnificent Manners
by Mary Cashman and Cynthia Whipple
Illustrated by Meredith Johnson
Pink & Brown Publishing
Gold: Developing Social Skills

My Very Own Pirate Tale
A Personalized Book
by Maia Haag
Illustrated by Lisa Falkenstern
I See Me!
Gold: Novelty

Mind Your Manners Minnie Monster
by Lisa A. Traugott
Minnie Monsters
Silver: Developing Social Skills

Nobody Likes Me
by Cynthia Dekel
Illustrated by Aki Fukuoka
KB Publishing
Gold: Growing Up / Personal Growth

Hearts Always Open
by Glenna C. Orr
Illustrated by Patricia Barr
VSP Books
Silver: Philanthropic
(Benefits The Kind Kids Organization)

I Can Make a Difference:
A Sweet Story of Giving
by Julie and Amanda Sexson
Beaver’s Pond Press
Gold: Philanthropic (Benefits Healing Haiti)
I Can Play That
by Dr. Suzy Lederer
Illustrated by Jenny Loehr
Children’s Publishing
Gold: Imagine It!
If I Had My Way
by Rock S. Wilson
Illustrated by Carol Dixon
Headline Kids
Silver: Growing Up / Personal Growth
I’m Just Like You
(Cougar Cub Tales Series)
by Sharon Cramer
B&F Publishing
Gold: Developing Social Skills
Jo MacDonald Saw a Pond
by Mary Quattlebaum
Illustrated by Laura J. Bryant
Dawn Publications
Gold: Bedtime Stories
The Life And Times Of
Lilly The Lash Series:
The Garden Gathering
The Toy Store
by Julie Woik
Illustrated by Marc Tobin
Snow In Sarasota Publishing
Silver: Values & Life Lessons
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Not Yet, Rose
by Susanna Leonard Hill
Illustrated by Nicole Rutten
Eerdmans Books For Young Readers
Gold: Family Life
Nuclear Power:
How a Nuclear Power Plant Really Works!
by Amelia Frahm
Illustrated by Andrew Handley
Nutcracker Publishing Company
Silver: Science & Technology
Over in Australia:
Amazing Animals Down Under
by Marianne Berkes
Illustrated by Jill Dubin
Dawn Publications
Gold: Animal Kingdom

Rapunzel and the Seven Dwarfs:
A Maynard Moose Tale (With audio CD)
by Willy Claflin
Illustrated by James Stimson
August House
Gold: Fantasy, Myths & Legends
Rags to Riches:
A Dog’s Tale of Hope and Friendship
by Carey McKeon Pearson and Patti Nero Kivestu
Illustrated by Sarah Thornton
Beaver’s Pond Press
Gold: Inspirational / Motivational
also Domestic Animals
Riley’s Lost Tooth
by Diane Cantrell
Illustrated by Heather Castles
Brown Books Publishing Group
Silver: Growing Up / Personal Growth

Honor Roll

The Sick Bug Goes to School
by Susie Bazil
Illustrated by Shawn McCann
Beaver’s Pond Press
Gold: Health & Safety
Snort’s Special Gift
by Suzann Yue
Illustrated by Lin Wang
Beaver’s Pond Press
Gold: Growing Up / Personal Growth
Snowball’s Antarctic Adventures
by Tim Ostermeyer
Wildlife Adventure Books
Silver: Animal Kingdom
Sofia’s Dream
by Land Wilson
Illustrated by Sue Cornelison
Little Pickle Press
Gold: Green Earth
Spaghetti in a Hot Dog Bun:
Having the Courage to Be Who You Are
by Maria Dismondy
Illustrated by Kimberly Shaw-Peterson
Making Spirits Bright
Gold: Developing Social Skills

The Paci Pixie (Book w/ CD)
by Amy Perreault and Cheryl Hajjar
Illustrated by Steven Perreault
Big Tent Books / Dragon Pencil
Silver: Bedtime Stories

Ruth’s Pink Pajamas
by Julie Gassman
Illustrated by Mark Chambers
Picture Window Books / Capstone
Gold: Values & Life Lessons

Paper Horse
(English and Mandarin Chinese Edition)
by Kim Xiong
Retold in English by Clarissa Yu Shen
Better Chinese
Gold: Peoples, Places & Cultures

The Savvy Cyber Kids At Home Series:
The Defeat of the Cyber Bully
The Family Gets a Computer
by Ben Halpert
Illustrated by Taylor Sourtherland
Savvy Cyber Kids
Silver: Series

A Present for Milo:
A Touch and Surprise Book
iPad Book App
by Mike Austin
Ruckus Media Group
Gold: Book App

The Scariest Dream Ever
by Maria T. DiVencenzo
Illustrated by Alixandra Martin
Winterlake Press
Gold: Bedtime Stories

Stripey Follows His Dream
A Photographic Adventure
by Gail Melville Shumway
Snow In Sarasota Publishing
Gold: Animal Kingdom

Seasonal Stories for Life Series:
Accepting Apples
The Turbulent Turkey
Careless Cupid
by Gretchen Ehle Zimmer
Illustrated by Ryan Durney
Zimmer Author Works
Silver: Series

Sunbelievable:
Connecting Children with Science and Nature
by Jo Ann Kairys and Daniel Kairys MD
Illustrated by Jo Ann Kairys and
Frank Thompson
Story Quest Publishing
Gold: Imagine It!

The Secret of Pig Island
by Jennifer R. Nolan
Photography by Jim Abernethy
Ocean Education Publishing
Silver: Animal Kingdom

The Super, Incredible Big Brother
and The Super, Incredible Big Sister
Personalized Books
by Jennifer Dewing
Illustrated by Jill McDonald
I See Me!
Gold: Family Life

A Quest for Good Manners
by Karin Lefranc
Illustrated by Hannah Neale
Beluga Press
Gold: Values & Life Lessons
Quincy Moves To The Desert
by Camille Matthews
Illustrated by Michelle Black
Pathfinder Equine Publications
Gold: Values & Life Lessons
Raising Lucy:
The True Story of Raising an Orphaned Wild Goose
by Carol Muzik
Raising Lucy Studios
Silver: Animal Kingdom
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StinkyKids and the Runaway Scissors
by Britt Menzies
Illustrated by Greg Hardin and John Trent
Raven Tree Press
Silver: Values & Life Lessons
Strings and Grips
by Desmond McLennon II
Illustrated by Andre Short II
Excelovate
Silver: Sports & Recreation
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Well Earth Well Me
by Kenda Swartz Pepper
Eifrig Publishing
Silver: Green Earth

Tea with Lady Sapphire:
Sharing the Love of Birds
by Carl R. Sams II and Jean Stoick
Carl R. Sams Photography
Gold: Crossing Generations

Western Lullaby
(Book w/ CD)
by Lynn Estes Friess
Illustrated by Barbara Leonard Gibson
Mariposa Ranch Press
Gold: Bedtime Stories

3 Steps to Happy:
Stop, Snap and Smile
by Amelia DuRocher
Balboa Press
Silver: Growing Up / Personal Growth
Tim and Sally’s Vegetable Garden
by Grady Thrasher
Illustrated by Elaine Hearn Rabon
Miglior Press
Gold: Poetry
Tim and Sally’s Year in Poems
by Grady Thrasher
Illustrated by Elaine Hearn Rabon
Miglior Press
Gold: Poetry

What Color Is Your Heart?
by Linda Reau
Illustrated by Rita Viscount
Ferne Press
Gold: Developing Social Skills

TuTu Goes Green
by Tulani Thomas
Illustrated by Seitu Hayden
TuTu’s Green World
Gold: Green Earth

What Does It Mean To Be Present?
by Rana DiOrio
Illustrated by Eliza Wheeler
Little Pickle Press
Gold: New Age & Indigo Topics

Twinkle Toes
by Donna Scott Nusrala
Illustrated by Amy Rottinger
Amo Publishing
Silver: Seasonal, Holidays & Festivals
Wacky Jacky:
The True Story of an Unlikely Beauty Queen
by Jaclyn Stapp
Illustrated by Kristine Lucco
TriMark Press
Gold: Inspirational / Motivational
Wallie Exercises
by Steve Ettinger CSCS
Illustrated by Pete Proctor
Active Spud Press
Gold: Looking & Feeling Great
We’re Going To Heaven!
(Hang On to Jesus Adventures – Book 1)
by Rick Tancreto
Illustrated by Mary Bausman
Little Saints Press Inc.
Silver: Religion & Spirituality
We Are Love
by Jennifer Black
Illumination Arts
Gold: Inspirational / Motivational
We Are One
by Jennifer Black
Illumination Arts
Gold: New Age & Indigo Topics
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What about Me?:
Twelve Ways to Get Your Parents’ Attention
Without Hitting Your Sister
by Eileen Kennedy-Moore
Illustrated by Mits Katayama
Parenting Press
Gold: Family Life

Why Do My Feet Say Yes
When My Head Says No?
by Eileen L. Cooley PhD
Illustrated by Jill Dubin
Headline Books
Gold: Growing Up / Personal Growth
Yafi’s Family:
An Ethiopian Boy’s Journey of Love,
Loss and Adoption
by Linda Pettitt with Sharon Darrow
Illustrated by Jan Spivey Gilchrist
Amharic Kids Press
Gold: Family Life
You are Loved:
An Emotes Book about Love
by Matt Casper
Illustrated by Ted Dorsey
Emotes by Evergrow
Gold: Values & Life Lessons
Zanny Born to Run
iPad Book App
by Pamela Sloan-Bradbury
Illustrated by Allison Garwood
Extra Special Kids
Gold: Book App

R o l l

Juvenile Level 1 Books (Ages 5 - 8)
Includes Audio Books, eBooks, Book Apps
& Magazines
Adventures of Lumi Nary Light:
A Fairy Tale of a Teeny Tiny Angel
by Sonya Haramis MEd
Peace of the Dreamer
Silver: Fantasy, Myths & Legends
All About Reading Series:
Run, Bug, Run! (Level 1 Vol. 1)
The Runt Pig (Level 1 Vol. 2)
by Marie Rippel and Renee LaTulippe
All About Learning Press
Gold: Series
Boomer and Halley:
Election Day
by Mary Jane McKittrick
Illustrated by Bob Ostrom
Tuxedo Cat Productions
Gold: Humor
Language Smarts Level D
by Kathy Erickson and Stephanie Stevens
The Critical Thinking Company
Gold: Reference & Study Aids
The Little King and
His Marshmallow Kingdom
by Louis Rotella III
Illustrated by Mark Chickinelli
Ata-Boy Productions
Gold: Inspirational / Motivational
No, I Don’t Want to Play Today:
An African Tale About Bullying
by Brenda Jones
Illustrated by Carey Jones
Strategic Publishing / Eloquent Books
Silver: Inspirational / Motivational
Rosie and the Wedding Day Rescue
by Lynelle Woolley
Illustrated by Karen Wolcott
Markelle Media
Silver: Fiction
Season of Play
by Debra Benedetti
Illustrated by Ashley Teets
Headline Kids
Silver: Arts, Crafts & Hobbies
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Stuck:
A Children’s Book About OCD
by Rhonda Martin MA
Illustrated by Denis Proulx
Jabberywocky Books
Silver: Body, Mind and Spirit
Thomas The T. Rex
by Michael Smith
Illustrated by Gayle Garner Roski
East West Discovery Press
Gold: Historical Fiction
Where Did Mommy’s Superpowers Go?
by Jenifer Gershman
Illustrated by Randy Jennings
Sweet Dreams Publishing
Silver: Body, Mind & Spirit
Your Fantastic Elastic Brain:
Stretch It, Shape It
by JoAnn Deak PhD
Illustrated by Sarah Ackerley
Little Pickle Press
Gold: Non-Fiction

Juvenile Level 2 (Ages 9 - 12)
Includes Audio Books, eBooks, Book Apps
& Magazines
At the Back of the North Wind:
A Modern Language Version of George
MacDonald’s Classic
by George MacDonald and Sheila Stewart
Anamchara Books
Silver: Fantasy, Myths & Legends
The Awakening Tales
(Book One - The Indigo Wizard Series)
by Paula Matthew CSJ
Anamchara Books
Silver: New Age & Indigo Topics
Belle’s Trial
by Connie Gotsch
Illustrated by John Cogan
Artemesia Publishing
Silver: Fiction
The Christian Girl’s Guide To Style:
Create The Most Stylish You Inside & Out!
by Sherry Kyle
Legacy Press
Gold: Religion & Spirituality
The Chronicles of the Monster
Detective Agency Series:
Will Allen and the Great Monster Detective
Will Allen and the Ring of Terror
by Jason Edwards
Rogue Bear Press
Silver: Series
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The Computer’s Nerd
by W. Royce Adams
Rairarubia Books
Silver: Fiction
Confessions Of A Former Bully
by Trudy Ludwig
Illustrated by Beth Adams
Tricycle Press
Gold: Self-Improvement

Guarding the Tablets of Stone
(Bill the Warthog Mystery Series)
by Dean A. Anderson
Legacy Press
Gold: Religion & Spirituality
The HellandBack Kids:
Be Careful What You Wish For (Volume 1)
by L. L. Helland
CreateSpace
Silver: Fantasy, Myths & Legends

Honor Roll

Discovery Girls Magazine
Created By Girls, For Girls 8-10
Discovery Girls
Gold: Magazine

The Every Kid’s Guide to
Living Your Best Life
by Sara Jensen-Fritz, Paula Jones-Johnson and
Thea L. Zitzow
Beaver’s Pond Press
Gold: Inspirational / Motivational
Friendly Facts:
A Fun, Practical, Interactive Resource to Help
Children Explore the Complexities of Friends
and Friendship
by Dr. Margaret-Anne Carter & Josie Santomauro
Autism Asperger Publishing Company
Gold: Self-Improvement
Funny Dan the Race Car Man
(NASCAR Library Collection)
by Tim Packman
Illustrated by Brendan Sellaro
Headline Kids
Silver: Fiction
Ghosts on the Coast:
A Visit to Savannah and the Low Country
by Jane R. Wood
Florida Kids Press
Silver: Fiction
The Greatest Dot-To-Dot
Super Challenge Set
Includes Book 5, Book 6, Book 7 and Book 8
by David Kalvitis
Monkeying Around
Gold: Activities, Crafts & Hobbies

Jake Learns All 8 Parts of Speech
by Drema McNeal
Illustrated by Ashley Teets
Headline Kids
Silver: Reference & Study Aids
Janitors
by Tyler Whitesides
Illustrated by Brandon Dorman
Shadow Mountain
Silver: Fiction

The Kids’ Guide To
Disease & Wellness Series:
Why People Get Sick & How They Can Stay Well
Aids & HIV – The Facts For Kids
Cancer & Kids – Get the Facts!
Pollution Can Make You Sick!
by Rae Simons
Village Earth Press
Gold: Series
Liam’s Luck And Finnegan’s Fortune
by Timothy Kiernan
Illustrated by Megan D. Wellman
Ferne Press
Silver: Fantasy, Myths & Legends
Lost in Lexicon:
An Adventure in Words and Numbers
by Pendred Noyce
Illustrated by Joan Charles
Scarletta Press
Gold: Fiction
Natural Hawaii:
An Inquisitive Kid’s Guide
By Dana Rozier
Dot Dot Books
Gold: Non-Fiction

Growing Up with a Bucket
Full of Happiness:
Three Rules for a Happier Life
by Carol McCloud
Illustrated by Penny Weber
Ferne Press
Gold: Inspirational / Motivational
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Health & The Environment Series:
Global Warming and Health by Nat Cotts
Air Pollution and Health by Emily Sanna
You and the Environment by Rae Simons
Village Earth Press
Gold: Series

The Santa Club
by Kelly Moss
Illustrated by Jim Keserich
Palmary Press
Gold: Religion and Spirituality
Too Clever Series:
Too Clever
Too Clever II – A Tropical Christmas Story
(Volume 1)
Too Clever III – Curious Mary and
Esme The Bunny
by Julia E. Antoine
Illustrations by Frankniell Concepcion and
Marziyeh Esfandiari
ENVISION Business & Computer School Publishing
Silver: Series
Viva Cisco
by Patrick Shannon
Outskirts Press
Silver: Humor
Woe is Me:
The Wild Adventures of Woe the Worried
by Matt Casper MFT
Emotes! by Evergrow
Gold: Self-Improvement

The Misadventures of Belle and Chloe
by Doyle Walker
Wild Icon Publishing Group
Silver: Humor

Adult Books
Includes Audio Books, eBooks, Book Apps
& Magazines
As I Am:
A True Story of Adaptation to Physical Disability
by Garret Lee Frey and Dr. Karen Hutchins Pirnot
The Peppertree Press
Gold: Inspirational / Motivational
Babies Can Talk:
A Practical Guide For Early Communication
Through Signing And Fun Activities
by Marilyn Daniels PhD, Georgia Frawley MA
and Ken Frawley
Sign To Speak / Production Associates
Gold: Parenting – General

Honor Roll

Young Adult
Includes Audio Books, eBooks, Book Apps
& Magazines
Alysa Of The Fields (Audio Book Box Set)
by Tina Field Howe
Alysa Books
Silver: Fantasy, Myths & Legends
Diary of a Social Detective:
Real Life Tales of Mystery, Intrigue and
Interpersonal Adventure
by Jeffrey E. Jessum PhD
Autism Asperger Publishing Company
Gold: Fiction
Drugs Make You Un-Smarter
by Savanna Peterson and Jill Ammon Vanderwood
Motivational Press
Silver: Inspirational / Motivational
Entangled in Freedom:
A Civil War Story
by Ann DeWitt and Kevin M. Weeks
Xlibris Corporation
Silver: Historical Fiction
The Guide to Dating for Teenagers
With Asperger Syndrome
by Jeannie Uhlenkamp
Autism Asperger Publishing Company
Silver: Non-Fiction
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King of Glory:
The Story & Message of the Bible
Distilled into 70 Scenes
by P.D. Bramsen
Illustrated by Arminda San Martin
Rock International
Gold: Religion & Spirituality

R o l l

On Your Own:
A College Readiness Guide for Teens
With ADHD/LD
by Patricia O. Quinn MD and Theresa E. Laurie
Maitland PhD
Magination Press
Gold: College Guides
One God One Message
by P.D. Bramsen
Rock International
Gold: Religion & Spirituality
See also: Spanish, French, Russian, and
seven other languages
The Shimmering:
Tales of Tremora - Book 1
by William Westwood Jr.
Book Publisher’s Network
Silver: Fantasy, Myths & Legends
Social Rules for Kids:
The Top 100 Social Rules Kids Need to Succeed
by Susan Diamond MA CCC
Illustrated by Sally Blakemore
AAPC Publishing
Gold: Self-Improvement
They Stood Alone!:
25 Men and Women Who Made a Difference
by Sandra McLeod Humphrey
Prometheus Books
Gold: Non-Fiction
Thunderbirds Series:
Situation: Critical
Deadly Danger
by Joan Marie Verba
FTL Publications
Silver: Fantasy, Myths & Legends

Bad Girls:
Why Men Love Them & How Good Girls
Can Learn Their Secrets
by Carole Lieberman MD
Cogito Media Group
Gold: Relationships & Marriage

Back to Life After a Heart Crisis:
A Doctor and His Wife Share Their 8 Step
Cardiac Comeback Plan
by Marc Wallack MD and Jamie Colby
Avery
Gold: Health, Nutrition, Fitness & Safety
Bangle Bear:
The Tale of a Tailless Cat
by Martha Steward
Authorhouse
Silver: Animal & Pet Care
Becoming a Life Change Artist:
7 Creative Skills to Reinvent Yourself
at Any Stage of Life
by Fred Mandell PhD & Kathleen Jordan PhD
Avery
Gold: Life Transitions
Braided Cord:
Tough Times In and Out
by Liz Kulp, Jodee Kulp and Karl Kulp
Better Endings New Beginnings
Gold: Life Challenges
Changing Diapers:
The Hip Mom’s Guide to Modern Cloth Diapering
by Kelly Wels
Green Team Enterprises
Gold: Parenting – General
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Changing Shoes:
Getting Older–Not Old–with Style, Humor, and Grace
by Tina Sloan
Gotham Books
Gold: Life Transitions

Healing With Words:
A Writer’s Cancer Journey
by Diana M. Raab
Loving Healing Press
Gold: Biographies & Memoirs

The Conscious Parent:
Transforming Ourselves, Empowering Our Children
by Shefali Tsabary PhD
Namaste Publishing
Gold: Parenting – General

Homework Made Simple:
Tips, Tools, and Solutions to Stress-Free Homework
by Ann K. Dolin MEd
Advantage Books
Gold: Parenting – General

Darby’s Story:
The Life of an Adopted Dog
by Martha Steward
AuthorHouse
Silver: Animal & Pet Care

Honey, I Wrecked the Kids:
When Yelling, Screaming, Threats, Bribes,
Time-Outs, Sticker Charts and Removing
Privileges All Don’t Work
by Alyson Schafer
John Wiley & Sons
Gold: Parenting – General

A Daughter’s Touch:
A Journey of a Mother Trying to Come to Terms
with Postpartum Depression
by Sylvia Lasalandra
Quattro M Publishing
Silver: Inspirational / Motivational
Diet Drama:
Feed Your Body! Move Your Body! Love Your Body!
by Nancy Redd
Gotham Books
Gold: Health, Nutrition, Fitness & Safety
Dinner for Busy Moms:
Easy Strategies for Getting Your Family to the Table
by Jeanne Muchnick
Plain White Press
Gold: Cooking, Food & Wine
Do I Get My Allowance Before or After
I’m Grounded?:
Stop Fighting, Start Talking, and Get to Know
Your Teen
by Vanessa Van Petten
Plume Books
Gold: Parenting – General
Dreams
by Brittany Glynn
Cool Titles
Silver: Fiction (Christian)
Falling into the Sun: A Novel
by Charrie Hazard
Spoonbill Cove Press
Gold: Fiction & Literature
Feed Me Bubbe:
Recipes and Wisdom from America’s Favorite
Online Grandmother
by Avrom Honig and Bubbe
Running Press
Gold: Biographies & Memoirs
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Hot Sweaty Mamas:
Five Secrets to Life as a Fit Mom
by Kara Thom and Laurie Kocanda
Andrews McMeel Publishing
Gold: Health, Nutrition, Fitness & Safety
Hygiene and Related Behaviors for
Children and Adolescents with Autism
Spectrum and Related Disorders:
A Fun Curriculum with a Focus on
Social Understanding
by Kelly J. Mahler MS OTR/L
Autism Asperger Publishing Company
Gold: Parenting – Special & Exceptional Needs

A Little Book Gift Set:
A Little Book To Ease Meal-Time Madness!
A Little Book Of Menu Planners
A Little Book Of Meal Labels
by Janet A. Spiech
A Little Book Publishing
Gold: Gift Books
Master Your Sleep:
Proven Methods Simplified
by Tracey I. Marks MD
Basom Hill Publishing Group
Gold: Health, Nutrition, Fitness & Safety
The Mini-Retreat Solution:
How To Relax & Refresh Anytime, Anywhere
by Julia James
SPARK Publishing
Gold: Self-Improvement
The Nanny Factor:
A Parent’s Guide to Finding the Right Nanny
for Your Family
by Candi Wingate
Nannies International Press
Silver: Parenting – Resources
Navigating ADHD:
Your Guide to the Flip Side of ADHD
by Tracey Bromley Goodwin and Holly Oberacker
Authorhouse
Gold: Parenting - Special & Exceptional Needs

Honor Roll

iCookbook For iPad
Publications International Ltd.
Gold: Book App

Intuitive Parenting:
Listening to the Wisdom of Your Heart
by Debra J. Snyder PhD
Beyond Words / Atria
Gold: Parenting – New Age & Indigo Topics
Iva Keene’s Natural Fertility Prescription:
Your 4 Month Pregnancy Home Study Course
by Iva Keene ND
Natural Fertility Prescription
Gold: Fertility
King of Glory:
The Story & Message of the Bible
Distilled into 70 Scenes
by P.D. Bramsen
Illustrated by Arminda San Martin
Rock International
Gold: Religion & Spirituality

Navigating the ADHD Treatment Maze
For Teens and Preteens:
Volume 1 - Handbook For Parents
by Emily Kay PhD
Red Fox Institute
Gold: Parenting - Special & Exceptional Needs
No Contact:
Ending A Destructive Relationship
by Penny L. Haider
Outskirts Press
Gold: Relationships & Marriage
One God One Message
by P.D. Bramsen
Rock International
Gold: Religion & Spirituality
See also: Spanish, French, Russian, and seven
other languages
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An Ordinary Person,
An Extraordinary Gift
by Deanna Danielle
WestBow Press
Silver: Religion & Spirituality
Optimistic Parenting:
Hope and Help for You and Your Challenging Child
by V. Mark Durand
Brookes Publishing Company
Gold: Parenting – Special & Exceptional Needs
Parenting Without Stress:
How to Raise Responsible Kids
While Keeping a Life of Your Own
by Dr. Marvin Marshall
Piper Press
Gold: Parenting – General
PassPorter’s Walt Disney World 2011:
The Unique Travel Guide, Planner, Organizer,
Journal and Keepsake!
by Jennifer Marx, Dave Marx and Allison C.
Marx
PassPorter Travel Press
Gold: Travel

Raising Our Children, Raising Ourselves:
Transforming Parent-Child Relationships from
Reaction and Struggle to Freedom, Power and Joy
by Naomi Aldort
Book Publishers Network
Gold: Parenting – General

SuperBaby:
12 Ways to Give Your Child a Head Start
in the First 3 Years
by Dr. Jenn Berman
Sterling Publishing
Gold: Parenting – General

Ready for Take-Off:
Preparing Your Teen With ADHD or LD for College
by Theresa E. Laurie Maitland PhD and Patricia
O. Quinn MD
Magination Press
Gold: Parenting – Special & Exceptional Needs

A Survivor’s Secrets to Health
and Happiness
by Angi Ma Wong
Pacific Heritage Books
Silver: Self-Improvement

The Reindeer Keeper
by Barbara Briggs Ward
Wheatmark
Gold: Fiction

Texas Tables
by the Junior League of North Harris and
South Montgomery Counties
Favorite Recipes Press
Gold: Cooking, Food & Wine

Running with Stilettos:
Living a Balanced Life in Dangerous Shoes
by Mary T. Wagner
iUniverse
Gold: Inspirational / Motivational

Toddlers at Play
by Marilyn Daniels PhD; Georgia Frawley MA
and Ken Frawley
Production Associates
Gold: Parenting – General

Honor Roll
Previvors:
Facing the Breast Cancer Gene and Making
Life-Changing Decisions
by Dina Roth Port
Avery
Gold: Health, Nutrition, Fitness & Safety

The Sky is Green and the Grass is Blue:
Turning Your Upside Down World Right Side Up!
by Deb Scott
Authorhouse
Silver: Self-Improvement

The Professional Housekeeper
(Training Guide & DVD)
by Marta Perrone
Parasiempre Productions
Gold: Home & Garden

Smart Parenting for Smart Kids:
Nurturing Your Child’s True Potential
by Eileen Kennedy-Moore PhD and Mark S.
Lowenthal PsyD
Jossey-Bass
Gold: Parenting - General

Prudent Advice:
A Life List for Every Woman
by Jaime Morrison Curtis
Andrews McMeel Publishing
Gold: Inspirational / Motivational
Raising Bookworms:
Getting Kids Reading for Pleasure
and Empowerment
by Emma Walton Hamilton
Beech Tree Books
Gold: Parenting – General
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Socially ADDept:
Teaching Social Skills to Children with ADHD,
LD and Asperger’s
by Janet Z. Giler PhD
Jossey-Bass
Gold: Parenting – Special & Exceptional Needs
A Song in My Heart: A Novel
(With CD & Musical Score)
Written & Composed by Roma Calatayud-Stocks
Beaver’s Pond Press
Gold: Multimedia Experiences
Step Ahead of Autism:
What You Can Do to Ensure the Best Possible
Outcome for Your Child
by Anne Moore Burnett
Sunrise River Press
Gold: Parenting – Special & Exceptional Needs

Top Ten Tips:
A Survival Guide for Families with Children on
the Autism Spectrum
by Teresa A. Cardon MA CCC-SLP
Autism Asperger Publishing Company
Gold: Parenting – Special & Exceptional Needs
TORN:
True Stories of Kids, Career & the Conflict of
Modern Motherhood
by Samantha Parent Walravens
Coffeetown Press
Gold: Parenting – Contemporary Families
Tornado Warning:
A Memoir of Teen Dating Violence and Its Effect
On A Woman’s Life
by Elin Stebbins Waldal
Sound Beach Publishing
Gold: Biographies & Memoirs
Train Your Brain, Transform Your Life:
Conquer ADHD In 60 Days, Without Ritalin®
by Nicky Vanvalkenburgh
Petrie Press
Silver: Self-Improvement
Vegan Family Meals:
Real Food for Everyone
by Ann Gentry
Andrews McMeel Publishing
Gold: Cooking, Food & Wine
What We Have:
A Family’s Inspiring Story About Love, Loss,
and Survival
by Amy Boesky
Gotham Books
Gold: Biographies & Memoirs
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When You Say “Thank You,” Mean It:
And 11 Other Lessons for Instilling
Lifelong Values In Your Children
by Mary O’Donohue
Adams Media
Gold: Parenting – General
Working Parents Thriving Families:
10 Strategies That Make a Difference
by David J. Palmiter Jr. PhD ABPP
Sunrise River Press
Gold: Parenting – Contemporary Families
The World According to Toddlers
by Shannon Payette Seip and Adrienne Hedger
Andrews McMeel Publishing
Gold: Parenting – Humor

Gear & Accessories
Bobalong Baby Bottle & Pacifier Holder
inov8
Gold
Bundli Swaddle Blanket
Akavii
Gold
CoverMyHeart.com Breastfeeding
Cover with Pillow Back Support
CoverMyHeart.com
Gold
Covillow Breastfeeding Cover
& Pillow In One
Covillow
Gold
CycoCycle
Dynacraft BSC
Gold
FuzziBunz One Size Elite Pocket Diaper
FuzziBunz Modern Cloth Diapers
Gold
Go Anywhere Booster Seat
Polar Gear Baby
Gold
MobiCam DXR Wireless Portable AV
Monitor System
Mobi Technologies, Inc.
Gold
Packit Personal Cooler
Packit
Gold
Photo Growth Chart
KangaRoom Storage
Gold
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Piggyback Rider
Full Sail International
Gold

The Letter Songs A to Z
ABCmouse.com Early Learning Academy
Gold: Preschoolers

San Diego Bebe Eco-Nursing
Privacy Pillow
Double Blessings
Gold

Lion In The Sky
Music and Stories by Susan Reed
Susan Reed Music
Audio – Children

zCush Baby Nap Mat
zCush
Gold

Honor Roll
Personal Use Products

Viewing

The Balanced Child Solutions
Flower Essences
La Vie De La Rose
Gold

Birds+Bees+Kids The Basics DVD
with Amy Lang, MA
Birds+Bees+Kids
Gold: Parents & Educators

Ddrops Booster:
The Sunshine Vitamin In Just One Drop!
Ddrops Company
Gold

Kids Teach Yoga: Flying Eagle
Three Pebble Press
Gold: Ages 4 - 11

Mobi Ultra Digital
Dual Scan Thermometer
Mobi Technologies
Silver

Audio Experiences
(Music, Storytelling, Etc.)
#1 Best Kid’s Songs!
The Learning Station
Gold: Preschoolers
Beethoven’s Wig:
Sing Along Piano Classics
Featuring Richard Perlmutter
Produced by Michael Geiger and Richard
Perlmutter
Gold: Ages 4 - 11
Grow It At Home
by Peter Alsop
Moose School Productions
Gold: Ages 3 & Up

Nursery Rhyme Signing Time
with Mother Goose Club (DVD)
Sockeye Media, LLC
Gold: Preschoolers
Puppy Plays: The Classics
Puppy Plays
Gold: Ages 2 - 5
Ruby's Studio: The Feelings Show
The Mother Company
Gold: Ages 3 - 7
Scooter & Me Body Series
(3 Story and Movement DVD’s for Ages 3-7)
Move With Me Action Adventures
Gold: Ages 3 - 7
Storyland Yoga
with Ahmed Fahmy
Playful Planet
Gold: Ages 3 - 8
Whistlefritz Spanish For Kids:
Las Estaciones (The Seasons)
Whistlefritz
Gold: Ages 1 - 7

The Indigo Wizard’s Awakening Tales
Read by Kazzrie Jaxen
Music by Ann Krupski
Silver: Ages 5 - 12
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Apps & Software
(for Books Apps, see Books)
Baby Activity Journal
For iPod Touch, iPhone & iPad
Amazes More
Gold: Parents
Fooz Kids
Fuhu
Gold: Ages 3 & Up
The Penelope Rose
Mobad Games
Gold: Ages 5 - 8
Tales2Go
Tales2Go
Gold: Ages 4 - 8
Tikatok StorySpark
Tikatok
Gold: Ages 5 - 8
Safe Eyes Mobile
InternetSafety.com
Gold: Parents
Spot The Dot
For iPad
Rukus Media Group
Gold: Ages 2 - 5
Webber HearBuilder:
Following Directions
Super Duper Publications
Gold: Grades PreK - 3

Educational Products
4-in-1 Learn to Letter with Guidelines
Mead
Gold: Ages 4 - 7
All About Reading Level Pre-1
Deluxe Package
All About Learning Press
Gold: Preschoolers

Children’s Spirit Animal Cards
by Dr. Steven D. Farmer with Jesseca Camacho
Illustrated by Pamela Anzalotti
Satiama
Gold: Ages 6 & Up
The Digital Booklight
Mark-My-Time
Gold: Ages 5 - 12
DoodleMark
Re-Markable Reading Concepts
Gold: Ages 3 & Up
Families of the World DVD Series:
Families of Philippines
Families of Kenya
Families of Germany
Master Communications
Gold: Ages 5 - 12
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Teaching Children To Pray
by Mary J. Davis
Rainbow Publishers
Gold: Ages 4 & 5
Yoga For Small Spaces
Addriya
Gold: Ages 3 & Up
YOUTHprenuer My Biz Kit
Pay Your Family First
Gold: Ages 12 & Up

Toys, Games & Puzzles
The Amazing Squishy Brain
Smart Labs
Gold: Ages 8 & Up

Geomate.jr Geocaching GPS
Apisphere
Gold: Ages 7 & Up

The Breast Milk Baby
Berjuan Toys
Silver: Ages 3 & Up

Instant Bible Lessons For Preteens:
Rock Solid Faith
Rainbow Publishers
Gold: Ages 10 - 12

CAT® Bump & Go Bulldozer
Toy State
Gold: Ages 2 & Up

Kindergarten Readiness Kit
(Core Curriculum DVD)
Pre K Scholars
Gold: Ages 3 - 6

Communication - Dads & Daughters
Edition
Mindamics
Gold: Girls 8 - 18 and Dads

Learn To Read Kids Club Basic Set
Creative Teaching Press
Gold: Ages 5 - 8

Cootie Catchers: Happy Birthday
Creative Teaching Press
Gold: Grades 2 - 5

Math Magic Play and Learn Flashcards:
Fun with Addition (Ages 4-6)
Fun with Subtraction (Ages 4-6)
Fun with Multiplication (Ages 6-8)
Fun with Division (Ages6-8)
Kapp Books
Gold

D.I.Y. SqwishLand
(Toy and Online Community)
SqwishLand
Gold: Ages 5 & Up

Problem Solving Logic-Based Activities
Mead
Gold: Grade 2

Honor Roll
Baby Einstein Discovery Kits
(DVD, Book and CD)
Baby Mozart Discovery Kit - Level 1: Experience
Wild Animal Safari Discovery Kit - Level 2: Explore
World Of Colors Discovery Kit - Level 3: Expression
The Baby Einstein Company
Gold: Ages Newborn - 18 Mos.

R o l l

Remember Through Rhyme
A Supplemental Math Program
Remember Through Rhyme
Silver: Grades 1 - 5
Sight Words DVD
Rock ‘N Learn
Gold: Ages: Pre-K & Up

Elise Doll
HABA
Gold: Ages 18 Mos & Up
Go With Me Mobile
By Blue Box Toys
Gold: Ages Birth – 5 Mos.
Jeepers Peepers
Super Duper Publications
Gold: Ages 5 & Up
LEGO Alien Conquest: Jet-Copter
Encounter
LEGO Systems Inc.
Gold: Ages 7 -14
Peek At Me Bunny
VTech Electronics
Gold: Ages 6 Mos. & Up
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Periodic Quest
Periodic Quest
Gold: Ages 8 & Up
The Question Challenge Card Game
Super Duper Publications
Gold: Ages 6 & Up
ReCon 6.0 Programmable Rover
Smart Labs
Silver: Ages 8 & Up
Smart Trike Recliner and
Smart Trike Zoo
Smart Trike USA
Gold: Ages 3 & Up
Spontuneous: The Game Where Lyrics
Come to Life!
Spontuneous Games
Gold: Ages 13 & Up
Soft Peek-A-Boo Blocks
Blue Box Toys
Gold: Ages 6 Mos. & Up
Tote & Go Laptop
VTech Electronics
Gold: Ages 3 - 6
We Are One Exploration Cards
by Jennifer Black
Illumination Arts / Diamond Clear Vision
Gold: Ages 3 - 9
Wise Alec Travel Games:
Wise Alec Civilize This! Travel Game & Expansion Set
Wise Alec Sports Buffs Travel Game & Expansion Set
Wise Alec Nature Nuts Travel Game & Expansion Set
Griddly Games
Gold: Ages 8 & Up
Yamodo! Games:
Yamodo! Magic & Mayhem
Yamodo! Gizmos & Gadgets
Yamodo! Monsters & Aliens
Idea Storm Products
Gold: Ages 8 & Up

Bring Back The Wild
Silver: Ages 8 - 12
Cabanga
Gold: Ages 10 & Up
Clownin’ Around Readers Book Club
Silver: Grades PK - 2
GoGoKabongo
Gold: Ages 4 - 7
HCA Kids
Silver: Catholic Children Grades K - 8
Jibidee
Silver: Family / Parenting
Juba
Gold: Ages 3 & Up
Kerpoof Studios
Gold: Grades K - 8
KinderIQ
Silver: Ages 3 - 7
Meme Tales
Gold: Ages 3 - 8
National Geographic Animal Jam
Gold: Ages 5 - 11
Ohanarama.com
Gold: Ages 5 - 12
PlumLife.com
Gold: Family / Parenting
Priceless Parenting
Silver: Family / Parenting
Story Cove Reading
Gold: Grades K - 3
TeenLife
Gold: Teens / Young Adult
Waza
Gold: Ages 4 & Up

Online Resources
ABCMouse.com
Gold: Ages 2 - 6
AboutOne.com
Gold: Family / Parenting
Be There Bedtime Stories
Gold: Ages 3 - 8
Baby Sign Language
Silver: Family / Parenting
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YesKidzCan!
Silver: Ages 4 - 12
Yoursphere
Gold: Ages 8 & Up

Miscellaneous
Oh Baby! Fitness
Pregnancy Classes
Mom & Baby Fitness Classes
Oh Baby! Fitness
Gold

Honor Roll
Congratulations
To The
Animators
Accounting Associates
Assembly Line Workers
Authors
Big-Idea Thinkers
Book Binders
Children
Copy writers
Customer Ser vice Associates
Dads
Designers
Direc tors
Editors
Educators
Engineers
Executives
Film Crews
Financial Advisors
Grandparents
Graphic Designers
Illustrators
Inventors
Law Associates
Manufac turers
Marketers
Moms
Musicians
Packagers
Parents
Printers
Producers
Programmers
Public Relations Pros
Publicists
Publishers
Qualit y Controllers
Shipping Associates
Strategists
Studios
Voice Talent
Web Designers
Webmasters
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Children's author, beauty
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